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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Severe winds are responsible for much of the damage reported from 

thunderstorms within the United States. Therefore, it is important to understand the wind 

characteristics of extreme outflows and the loads they generate on stmctures. This 

understanding will lead to better design techniques and codes that will further limit 

property damage, personal injury and fatality resulting from stmctural failures. 

Much of the progress made thus far on outflow research has been done through 

simulations, and laboratory and field experimentation. Though much has been ascertained 

from these studies, very few observational studies have been conducted and resulted in 

analyses of outflows of extreme magnitudes. The lack of observations becomes a major 

drawback for engineers who are trying to determine the maximum loads stmctures should 

withstand to protect the public and its investments. It also prevents meteorologists from 

fully understanding certain asjiects of thunderstorms and how they interact with the 

boundary layer. While there have been several studies on hurricane wind speed 

characteristics and their potential impact on various stmctures (Crandell 1998; Schroeder 

et al. 1998; Khanduri and MOITOW 2003), they cannot be easily compared due to the non-

stationary nature of outflow events. Some non-stationary studies have been conducted, 

but have been primarily simulations and models, which lack the necessary validation 

from full-scale measurements. 

Another fallacy of past outflow research has been the noted apparent dynamic 

similarity of all full-scale outflow events. While Uiis may generally hold tme for minimal 

wind speeds, it certainly does not in cases of extreme magnitude, as this study will show. 

Markowski et al. (2002) also inferred that varying rear-flank downdraft thermodynamics 

can contribute to tomadogenesis or dissipation. However, little else documents such 

variations, likely due to the coarser time and spatial resolutions used within those 

particular studies. Observational research has been advancing such that higher resolution 



data is being obtained, and it may soon be recognized that outflow dynamics may vary as 

much as individual thunderstorms themselves. 

The primary objective of this research is to document and distinguish varying 

thermodynamic and kinematic characteristics of two extreme outflow events utilizing 

high-resolution near-surface observations. The acquisition and analysis of this data, both 

spatially and temporally, will provide insight into the immense variations that exist and 

have yet to be documented. Indirectly, this research aims to increase the awareness of 

such extreme wind events as well as to supply engineers and laboratory researchers with 

a means to validate their own results. 

The observations were obtained from a field experiment conducted in the late 

spring and early summer of 2002. The experiment utilized a wide variety of 

instmmentation that was set up to obtain a unique set of high-resolution data. Seven 

mobile towers of various heights were deployed in a linear array at the Reese Technology 

Center. A WSR-88D Doppler radar, located at the Lubbock Intemational Airport, 

collected data from above and beyond the tower array. Finally, a West Texas Mesonet 

station located near the array provided a means for data \ alidation. 

Some previous studies that have been conducted will be reviewed in the next 

chapter, and details about the experiment and instmmentation along with the quality 

assurance and control methods will be addressed in Chapter III. The analysis of each 

event will be presented in Chapters FV and V along with some comparisons to previous 

research. In closing, the findings will be summarized and some recommendations will be 

made for future experiments and research. 



CHAPTER II 

METEOROLOGICAL BACKGROUND 

Thunderstorm outflows have long been a source of wonder. As noted by Weaver 

and Nelson (1982), outflows were documented by meteorologists even back into the mid-

nineteenth century. They cited Espy (1841), who observed that: 

...a violent summer shower often [caused] the wind to blow 
outward...from the shower.... The wind at some considerable distance 
from the falling shower, still [continued] to blow towards the rain, 
glancing up over the outmoving current. In this way, new columnar 
clouds [were] seen to form rapidly to the windward of the rain cloud. 
(Weaver and Nelson 1982, p. 707) 

By the turn of the nineteenth century, theories had already spmng up about how 

these outflows developed, as mentioned by Weaver and Nelson (1982). The outflow had 

already been recognized to result from air descending through the thunderstorm. This 

downdraft air was thought to be from negatively buoyant air as well as from the drag and 

evaporative cooling effects of falling precipitation as early as 1901, as suggested by 

McFarland (1901). One of the first models of a thunderstorm downdraft was conceived 

by Suckstorff (1939). which he verified with data from some case studies. Others 

observed that the gust front behaved like a smaller-scale cold front (Harrison and 

Orendorff I94I). Wakimoto (1982) distinguished a life cycle of gust fronts based on full-

scale measurements. 

2.1 ND4ROD and JAWS 

The two most referenced and prominent full-scale studies were the Northern 

Illinois Meteorological Research On Downbursts (NIMROD) project and the Joint 

Airport Weather Studies (JAWS). The crash of Eastern 66 at John F. Kennedy 

Intemational Airport (JFK) prompted and necessitated the in-depth study of downburst 

events. NIMROD operated from 19 May to 1 July 1978, utilizing 3 radars and 27 

Portable Automated Mesonet (PAM) stations arranged in a triangular array within the 



Figure 1 1 NIMROD experimental arra> 

Source T. Theodore Fujita. "The Downburst Mia.huisi and M.ur bursi " I'JSS 



suburbs of Chicago, IL as shown in Figure 2.1. The dimension of the array was 56 x 57 x 

60-km, with a radar positioned at each apex with some PAM stations located outside the 

baselines. The PAM stations were approximately 5-20 km apart, and sampled every 60 s. 

The output data included the 60-s maximum wind speed (with corresponding wind 

direction) and 60-s mean wind speed, wind direction, temperature, dewpoint, and 

pressure. (All information in this section is attributed to Fujita 1985a, unless otherwise 

mentioned.) 

During NIMROD. 50 separate microburst cases were reported. Other larger-scale 

downbursts were also recorded as documented by Wakimoto (1982). Of the 50 

microburst cases, the strongest had peak wind speeds of 31.3-ms ', and the vast majority 

had peak speeds less than 20 ms ' 

The motivation for conducting the JAWS project was the hypothesis that 

microbursts over the High Plains region were different from their counterparts observed 

in NIMROD. Also, several more wind-related plane crashes had occurred throughout the 

world, supporting the urgency for another study. The JAWS experimental array was set 

up in a way to concentrate its focus on microburst events, and was located near Denver, 

CO. It also consisted of 3 Doppler radars and 27 PAM stations arranged in a triangular 

array that was 18 x 15 x 28-km in size. The majority of the PAM stations were located 

outside of the radar baselines as shown in Figure 2.2 The sampling rate and output 

parameters were the same as those used in NIMROD. The experiment was conducted 

from 15 May to 9 August 1982 (more than twice as long as NIMROD). 

The JAWS project successfully recorded 186 microburst events. Of these cases, 

only one produced wind speeds over 30 ms ' The majority of the microbursts detected 

had peak wind speeds less than 25 ms '. Even so, much valuable information about 

downbursts was obtained. 
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") T Downburst Classification 

As a result of the data obtained from NIMROD and JAWS, Fujita (1985a) 

classified downbursts based on their size, composition, and surface divergence pattern. 

He first distinguished them by size, defining macrebursts as downdrafts greater than 4 km 

across and microbursts as downdrafts less dian 4 km. The size of a downburst was 

determined by the horizontal extent of damage it caused. He characterized microbursts as 

lasting only a few minutes with wind speeds that could reach 75 ms '. Macrebursts, 

according to Fujita. could last as long as 30 min, and produce winds up to 60 ms '. 

Fujita further classified microbursts as either wet or dry depending on whether 

precipitation accompanied the downdraft upon reaching the surface. The NIMROD and 

JAWS studies revealed that wet microbursts were more likely in wetter climate regions 

and dry microbursts in dryer climates. In fact, 83'7f of the microbursts observed in JAWS 

and 36% in NIMROD were dry. Figure 2.3 shows a schematic of dry and wet microbursts 

as portrayed by Fujita (1985a). He suggested that precipitation did exist with dry 

microbursts, but evaporated before reaching the ground. 

The divergence pattern of the microburst upon approaching the surface led to a 

variety of other classifications (Fujita 1985a). Probably the most easily distinguished and 

least common was that of a stationary, vertical microburst for which the winds diverge in 

a perfect circle. Traveling microbursts on the other hand, were more elliptical with the 

strongest winds at the leading edge of the outflow region. Furthermore, some microbursts 

exhibited a twisting motion leaving a bean-shaped pattern of damage with the strongest 

winds located nearest to the center of rotation. Some microbursts were also observed to 

develop a ring vortex, which Fujita called an outflow microburst. The ring vortex would 

expand and weaken as the microburst progressed. Another less common form was that of 

the rotor microburst. It generated a horizontal vortex roll at the leading edge of the 

outflow. In these cases the downburst maintained more of an angled descent. Schematic 

diagrams of each type are shown in Figures 2.4a-c. 
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2.3 Downdraft Evolution 

It is believed that die forcing mechanisms that initiate the downward motion of air 

in a thunderstorm involve primarily precipitation loading and evaporative cooling effects, 

increasing die density of air. dius causing it to descend (Markowski et al. 2002; Kessler 

1986; Djuric 1994; Bluestein 1993). It has also been suggested through quantitative 

analysis that descent can develop from vertical perturbations of pressure gradients owing 

in part, to the existence of vertical gradients of vertical vorticity and pressure 

perturbations induced by differences in buoyancy (Markowski 2002a). However, whether 

the douTiward forcing of the updraft by dynamic pressure gradients and hydrometeor 

drag effects, or the entrainment of dry environmental air resulting in evaporative cooling 

effects, or both initially generate the downdraft remains uncertain (Markowski et al. 

2002). 

These mechanisms certainly seem plausible for downdrafts that are cold relative to 

the environmental air, but what about those that are relatively warm? Fujita (1985a) noted 

that nearly 40% of the microbursts observed in both NIMROD and JAWS were warmer 

than the ambient air (including both wet and dry microbursts). Markowski and others also 

observed warm rear-flank downdrafts (RFD) dunng the Verification of the Origins of 

Rotation in Tornadoes Experiment (VORTEX). They observed that tomadogenesis 

occurred more frequently with warm RFD's than cold downdrafts (Markowski et al. 

2002; Markowski 2002b). 

Markowski et al. (2002) hypothesized that warm downdrafts could result from the 

downdraft air traveling a shorter distance, dirough less evaporative cooling of entrained 

air. or from inflow air being forced to descend by dynamic pressure gradients and/or 

precipitation drag; however, this has not yet been verified. 

2.4 Outflow Life Cycle 

Upon reaching the ground, the downdraft air diverges, creating a boundary between 

the outflow air and the environmental air called the gust front. Wakimoto (1982) defined 

four stages of a gust front based on observations during NIMROD. The formative stage 



^sLigc I) was char.ictcn/ed b\ a IOU-ICNCI bulging of precipitation toward the front of a 

mature thunderstomi. .-Vs the bulge progressed, a precipitation roll' (a feature he defiticd, 

but was latei determined to consist ot dust, tnsects. and other particulate matter) 

developed while the thundcrsiomi began to dissipate. These characlenstics represented 
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Figure 2 5 Outflow hfc cycle 

Source; Roger M. Wakimoto, The Life Cycle of 
Thunderstorm Gust Fronrs as Viewed with Doppler Radar 
Rawinsondc Data," 1982 



2.5 Supercells 

Supercells are severe thunderstorms capable of producing a significant amount of 

damage from rain, hail, wind, and tornadoes. Bluestein (1993. p. 475) defines supercells 

as: 

Storms in which the vertical perturbation pressure-gradient 
force induced by rotation produces single, vigorously rotating 
updrafts...and single precipitation regions (cells) that persist for much 
longer than the time required for air to circulate completely through 
them...and that have a component of propagation normal to the 
vertical-shear vector.... 

Djuric (1994) specifies several environmental characteristics that, together, are 

favorable for supercell development. He notes that the convective available potential 

energy (CAPE) is typically around 2000 Jkg' and the convective inhibition is about 20 

Jkg' He distinguishes that usually it seems supercells initiate in regions that are slighdy 

cooler at the surface than nearby regions. It is implied then, that an environment of 

moderate instability with a weak-moderate low-level thermal inversion is more favorable 

for development. He also indicates that moderately strong vertical wind shear is 

necessary for supercell initiation. If the shear is too strong, then the rotational equilibrium 

will fail, and if it is too weak the rotation will not obtain the necessary equilibrium to 

maintain a supercellular storm. In addition, for an updraft and a downdraft to develop in 

close proximity, vertical directional wind shear needs to exist. Examining a hodograph of 

the winds can determine whether adequate shear exists. The hodograph of a potential 

supercellular environment is curved throughout the lowest levels, as is evident in Figure 

2.6. Also, strong upper-level winds provide an outflow source for the thunderstorm. 

Often an upper level jet of 50 ms ' or more is present. 

The horizontal stmcture of a supercell is indicative of a forward-flank downdraft, a 

rear-flank downdraft. and an updraft region, as shown in Figure 2.7 (Bluestein 1993). 

The forward-flank downdraft develops as a result of falling precipitation and is generally 

collocated with the main precipitation core at the front region of the storm (with respect 

11 
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Figure 2 7 Supercell hori^onlal structure 

S<">urce: Howard B Bluestein. "Syniipiic-D\namic Mcicorolog) m 
Midlatitudes: Volume II." 199.1. 
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to its direction of propagation). The rear-flank downdraft. on the other hand, is not 

always associated with precipitation and may result from different forcing mechanisms 

(as discussed in section 2.3). Due to its close proximity to the rotating updraft 

(mesocyclone). it w raps around the backside (hence the name) of the mesocyclone as it is 

descending. This downdraft often produces a hook-shaped appendage on radar (Figure 

2.8). The outflow produced (Figure 2.9) is critical in tomadogenesis and is responsible 

for much of the wind damage that occurs within supercells. The updraft region coincides 

with w here die RFD and FED gust fronts occlude. 

The vertical stmcture of a supercell varies based on the amount and orientation of 

the precipitation associated with the storm (Bluestein 1993). In general the stmcture is 

similar to that shown in Figure 2.10, which was developed from a numerical simulation. 

Looking at a vertical cross section of Figure 2.8. shown in Figure 2.11, reveals what is 

referred to as a bounded weak echo region (BWER), which shows the location and often 

the strength of the updraft. These images are indicative of a classic supercell, which 

consists of large amounts of precipitation that does not obscure the base of the storm. 

Figure 2.12 is a schematic diagram of a classic supercell with commonly observed 

features labeled. Low-precipitation (LP) supercells also occur in which there is often 

large hail, but little to no rain. Figure 2.13 shows a schematic diagram of an LP storm. 

Another type is a high-precipitation (HP) supercell, which is similar in stmcture to a 

classic supercell except has precipitation obscuring many of the stmctural features 

including the base of the storm. 

14 
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Figure 2.10 Three-dimensional \cnical schematic diagram of a supercell 

Source: Howard B. Bluestein. "Synoptic-Dynamic Meteorology in Midlatitudes \dlumc II." 199? 
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Figure 2.II. Supercell \enical cross section Taken from line ,\B in 1 igurc 2 8 

Source: Howard B. Bluestein. "Synoptic-Dvnaniic Meteorologs in Midlatitudes 

Volume 11." 1993 
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Figure 2.13 LP supercell schematic diagram 

Source: Howard B Bluestein. "Synoptic-Dynamic Meteorology m Midlatitudes: Volume H." 1993. 



2.6 Squall Lines 

Mesoscale convective systems (MCS) consist of multiple convective cells 

coalesced into a large thunderstorm complex. An MCS can form into a linear storm 

called a squall line. Djuric (1994) characterized a squall line as having: 

1. .A convecti\ c line longer than it is wide. 

2. A length of about 100 km, 

3. .A narrow line of strong to severe convection at the leading edge. 

4. .A wide region of stratiform precipitation following the leading edge, 

5. A merged outflow boundary preceding the convective line. 

He also indicated that they typically have a life span of around 10 hours. 

Bodi Bluestein (1993) and Djuric (1994) noted that there are typically four 

different ways that squall lines can develop, as shown in Figure 2.14. The first starts out 

as a broken line of thunderstorms usually along a cold front. The environment in these 

cases is characterized by low vertical wind shear, high CAPE, and low helicity. 

Backbuilding squall lines develop when new cells initiate upstream of and then merge 

into older cells. High CAPE, vertical wind shear, and helicity are common within these 

environments. Bluestein (1993) notes that the individual cells within backbuilding squall 

lines are often supercellular in nature. The line of storms develop as a result of internal 

forcing within the individual cells as op{x)sed to external processes such as cold fronts or 

dr>lines. Broken-areal squall lines initiate as disorganized individual cells that gradually 

coalesce into a linear system. The environment is similar to that in which broken-line 

squall lines develop. However, in this situation Bluestein (1993) hypothesizes that the 

squall line results from the merging of outflow boundaries that initiate new convection 

along the leading edge of the gust front. An embedded-areal squall line results from a 

large area of stratiform precipitation in which embedded stronger echoes merge into a 

line. These stronger cells develop in a more stable environment compared to that of other 

squall lines. This stability is due to the colder precipitation-laden air under the stratiform 

clouds. 
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Figure 2 14 Squall line formation. 

S<iurce: Howard B Bluestein. "Synoptic-Dynamic Meteorology in 
.Vlidlatitudes: \olume II." 1993. 
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Figure 2.J5 Squall line schematic diagram. 

Source: Howard B Bluestein. "Synoptic-Dynamic Meteorology in Midlatitudes: Volume II." 1993. 
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Typical squall lines maintain a leading edge of strong convection followed by a 

large region of stratiform precipitation, as shown in Figure 2.15. Strong rear inflow jets, 

extensive cold pooling, and occasionally mid-level mesocyclones also characterize 

midlatitude squall lines. (Tropical squall lines have similar structures, but exhibit 

different characteristics.) Squall lines may be sustained as long as the gust front remains 

collocated with the leading convective edge, and the inflow air is moderately buoyant. 

Squall lines can also be symmetric or asymmetric, as shown in Figure 2.16a-b. 

Mesocyclones within the squall line frequently cause distortions within the leading 

convective line, generating a line-echo wave pattern (LEWP). These distortions can 

fiuther induce bow echoes, "60-100 km long curved line[s] of cells, which [are] 

associated with long swaths of damaging surface winds" (Bluestein 1993, p. 524). The 

environment that favors LEWP's and bow echoes is the same in which supercells can 

develop. Klimowski et al. (20CX). p. 44) defined a bow echo as: 

...a bow or crescent-shaped radar echo with a tight reflectivity 
gradient on the convex (leading) edge, the evolution and horizontal 
structure of which is consistent with outflow-dominated systems. That 
is, the bowing echo should demonstrate an increasing radius with time, 
be associated with very strong winds, and/or exhibit a persistent arc 
which deviates significantly (in direction or magnitude) from the mean 
tropospheric wind. Other radar features such as rear inflow notches or 
strong rear inflow jets may give insight into the severity of bow 
echoes, but are not required for them to be defined as such. 

Typically book-end vortices develop on either end of the bow echo in which one is 

rotating cyclonically and the other anticyclonically. 

The damaging winds often associated with bow echoes can be very widespread, in 

which case diey are referred to as derechos. Johns and Hirt (1987) specify certain criteria 

that a straight-line windstorm needs to meet to be classified as a derecho: 

1. Convective wind damage must at least be 400 km in length or width, and 

consist of gusts >26 ms 
2. There must be either a progressive (single) or serial damage swath. 
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Figure 2 16. Squall line symmetry Symmetric (a) and asymmetric (b) squall lines. 

Source: Howard B. Bluestein. "Synoptic-Dynamic Meteorology in Midlatitudes: Volume 11." 1993. 
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3. Fl damage or greater and/or gusts >33 ms ' need to be reported by three 

locations at least 64 km apart. 

4. Successive wind damage events cannot be more than 3 hr apart. 

5. Temporal and spatial continuity must exist within the surface pressure and 

wind fields. 

6. Multiple wind damage swaths must have originated from the same 

mesoscale convective system. 

They further break derechos down into seasonal categories. Cold season derechos 

typically occur from February to April and develop from squall lines associated with 

strong low pressure systems. Warm season derechos occur from May to August in 

regions where the westerly to northwesteriy midtropospheric flow is prevalent. Typically 

dierc are weak temperature gradients exhibited within the mid to lower levels (Duke and 

Rogash 1982). Warm season derechos usually develop in regions with very high CAPES, 

on die order of 2600-6300 Jkg ' (Duke and Rogash 1982) with an average of 4500 Jkg ' 

(Evans and Doswell 2001). Evans and Doswell (2001) classify derechos in a similar 

manner except they break them into groups based en whether they initiate as a result of 

weak or strong synoptic forcing (which seem to have seasonal dependence). 

Progressive derechos are "characterized by a short curved squall line oriented 

nearly perpendicular to the mean wind direction with a bulge in the general direction of 

the mean flow." as defined by Johns and Hirt (1987, p. 35), and shown in Figure 2.17. 

They also define that the serial derecho's squall line exhibits a small deviation between 

itself and the mean wind direction, as shown in Figure 2.18. They claim that 76% are 

progressive in nature, while the rest are senal. 
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CHAPTER III 

INSTRUMENTATION. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP, 

AND DATA VALIDATION 

The field experiment utilized instrumentation such that high-resolution data could 

be obtained in an efficient, reliable manner. Seven mobile towers of heights ranging from 

3 m to 15 m were deployed in a linear array from north to south. A Weather Surveillance 

Radar 88-Doppler (WSR-88D) augmented the experiment by providing data above the 

tower array. The West Texas Mesonet also offered a source for data validation. 

The experiment itself was conducted from 20 May to 15 July 2002. Several 

outflows were captured over about a two-week period from 1 June to 15 June. However, 

only two were of significant magnitude, and data from six of the seven towers were 

available from both events. 

3.1 The Tower Array 

3.1.1 Instrumentation 

Five of the towers used in the expenment were U.S. Army Soldier Biological and 

Chemical Command (SBCCOM) towers, which were anchored by two Wind Engineering 

Mobile Instrumented Tower Experiment (WEMITE) towers. Each tower consisted of 

instrumentation that was selected based on its durability and its data acquisition 

capability. It was necessary to use instrumentation that could withstand hurricane-force 

winds, yet could obtain high-resolution data. See Table 3.1 for a list of the sensors used 

and their specifications. 
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Table 3.1. Instrument specit'ic.iiions. 
Tower Sensor Output Signal Range lirror 

RAl. Young Barometric j , , , ^, ^̂ ^̂  , ,̂ ^^ ^ , , , 
Pressure Sensor b 1201 

R.M Young 
Tempcrature.T<clati\ c 
Humidit\ Sensor 

WEMITH •* ' ' ^^'^ 
R M ^ oung Wind 
.Monitor O.'̂ lOtiM.-X 

R M. Young Propeller 
Anemometer 27 lOtiR 

S1000 Ultrasonic 
Anemometer 

Campbell Scientific 
Barometric Pressure 
Sensor CS105 

S'aisala 
Temperature/Relative 
Humiditv Probe 

SBCCOM HMP45A 

Campbell Scientific 
thermistor 107-1.5 special 

R.Nt. Young Wind 
Momtor05103 

R .M ^'oung Propeller 
Anemometer 27106R 

ST m "C 
RU in'-; 

WS in ms ' 
WD in " 

\ 'S in ms' 

UVW in ms ' 

B P i n m b 

ST in "C 
RH in '* 

I T in °C 

WS in ms 
WD in" 

\ 'S in ms 

0-1 V 

0-1 V 

0-4 \ ' 

0-2 5 \ ' 

0-1 OV 

0-2 OV 

0-1.0 V 

-50-50 
0-100 

0-60 

0-35 

±40 

600-1060 

-40-60 
0-100 

35 50 

0-60 

0-35 

±0.3 
±3 

±0.3 
±3 

±1 '/r 

±0.05 
±2 ° 

±0.5 

±0.3 
±2 

±0 1 

2-4 '* 
3-6 ° 

±1 n 
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The specifics ot each lower \ancd somewhat based on what equipment was 

available tor use at the time ot the expenment. Tower 1 was the northernmost tower. It 

was an SBC(.\^M tower 3-m in height that utili/ed a CR-lOX data acquisition system 

(D.\Q) The DAQ for this tower was programmed to collect data at 1 Hz. This sampling 

rate was chosen due to sampling limitations with the DAQ system. The CR-lOX was 

pa^grammed to eolleei barometric pressure, temperature (from both fast and slow 

response sensors). relati\e humidity, and wind speed and direction. See Table .3.2 for 

information concerning the other si\ towers 

Table 3 2 Tower specifications. For parameters: ST=Slo\s Temperature. FT=Fjst Temperature, 
RH=Relati\e Humidit>. BP=Barometric Pressure. \VS=\Vind Speed. WD=Wmd Direction. \S=Vertical 
Wind Speed. U \ \\'=Sonic Wmd Speed and Direction 

Touer I Toucr 2 Tower 3 Toucr 4 Tower .S Tower 6 Tower 7 

Type SBCCOM SBCCOM SBCCOM WEMITE 2 WEMITE 1 SBCCOM SBCCOM 

Height (m) 3 10 10 15 10 10 3 

D^Q System CR-lOX CR-23X CR-5000 PC based PC based CR-500() CR-23X 

Sampling Rate IH/1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Parameters BP. ST. BP. ST. FT BP. ST. FT BP. ST, RH BP. ST. RH BP. ST, FT BP, ST. FT 
FT. RH. RH. WS. RH. WS. WS, WD, WS, WD, RH. WS. RH. WS. 
W S . W D WD WD. \ S \ S , fWV \ S . I V W WD, \ S WD 

Tower 4 (WEMITl 2) consisted ot si\ le\eK ot instrumentation. Relative 

humidity, barometnc pressure, and slow response temperature sensors were located 1.36 

m ahove ground lc\cl (AGL). \N ind \anc anemometers were situated at live different 

levels: 2 13 m, 3/>6 m, 6.10 m, 10.06 m, and I.'̂ .00 m. Vertical propeller anemometers 

were positioned at the 3.96-m and lOOfvm heights There was also a sonic anemometer 

located at 10.06 m .AGL 

Tov.cr .'̂  (W EMITE I) was also outfitted with multiple heights of instrumentation. 

Barometnc pressure, relatee humidity, and slow response temperature sensors were 

attached to the tower at 121 m AGL. Wind vane anemometers were employed at three 
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heights. vO.-=> m, 6.10 m, and 10.00 m. Propeller anemometers were located at 3.05 m and 

10.00 m heights .\ some anemotnctcr was also affixed at 10.00 m AGL. 

The remaining towers consisted of one anemometer level (at 10.00 m tor Towers 2, 

3 and 6. and 3 m for Towers 1 and 7), and barometric pressure, temperature (both last and 

slow lesponse), and ielati\e humidits sensors were outfitted at 1-1..̂  m AGL. 

3.1 2 Depioxment 

Towers 1 and 7 weie the easiest to deplox (Figure 3.1). The body of the tower was 

attached to .i tnangular wood block that ser\ed as a base. That was anchored to the 

ground with rebar rods The bod\ consisted of two metal poles. One was permanently 

affixed to the base, while the other was mobile and extended to the full 3-m height. Guy 

XVires xxere not employed for these two towers due to the short time penods thex would 

he exposed to high winds. These towers were powered off ot two 12V deep c\cle marine 

battenes and were pcncxlicaily recharged. 

J 

Figure 3 1 3-m SBCCOM tower 

Source: TTt; Hurricane Deployment Team. 



Towers 2, 3. and 6 were designed to deploy like a camera tripod (Figure 3.2). Each 

had three metal legs diat were extended out from the body. There were metal plates at the 

end of each leg diat were anchored to the ground with rebar rods. The body of the tower 

consisted of four sections. One section served as the support for the legs and the other 

three body sections. A second section was attached to the support such that it could be 

tilted up or down to ease the process of extending the tower to its full height. Before 

being tilted up into place, the other two body sections were bolted together with the 

section outfitted with instrumentation at the end. Three guy wires were also attached. The 

tower was then lifted into to place and bolted to the support. The guy wires were affixed 

to the ground using primarily 0.4-m anchors, but 0.73-m anchors were also used if 

necessary. Two 12V deep cycle marine batteries powered each of these towers. A solar 

panel was also employed to charge the batteries. 
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Figure 3 2 lO-m SBCCOM tower 

S urce: TTU Hurricane Deployment Team 
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WEMITE 1 was built atop a specially designed trailer for easy mobility (Figure 

3.3). as mentioned by Schroeder (1999) and Schroeder and Smith (2003). The body of the 

tower consisted of two sections. One was permanently affixed to the trailer on a hinge 

that allowed the tower to be tilted into place. The second section was extended out from 

the first and clamped into place with six C-clamps. Three guy wires were attached for 

better stability. The base of the tower was then pulled down to raise the tower. It was 

bolted into and supported by the rear of the trailer with a triangular brace. Four outrigger 

arms extended from the trailer to provide further support and were anchored to the 

ground with 0.4-m anchors. A stand at the front of the trailer was also anchored to the 

ground and could be raised or lowered to level the tower. Six 12V deep cycle marine 

batteries were used to power WEMITE 1, and a wind generator (also built onto the 

trailer) maintained the batteries' charge, theoretically. During the experiment there were 

problems with the electrical system diat caused the batteries to rapidly lose their charge. 

Therefore, a gasoline-p)owered generator was hooked up to the batteries (and occasionally 

direcdy to the DAQ system) to provide the necessary source of power to acquire data. 
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Figure 3 3 WEMITE 1. 

Source TTU Humcane Deployment Team 
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WEMITE 2 was built atop a flat bed, gooseneck trailer (Figure 3.4). The body of 

die tower consisted of diree sections. The first section was attached to the trailer with a 

hinge at the base plate. The second section was also permanently attached to the bottom 

section with a hinge diat allowed die tower to be folded up for enhanced portability. The 

third section was optional. It could be used to extend the height of the tower to 15 m by 

bolting it to the second section. The extension was employed for this experiment so 

WEMITE 2 could be utilized as the anchor for the tower array. Six guy wires were used 

to increase support. The tower was raised into place with an automated winch, and bolted 

to a metal plate affixed to the trailer bed. For additional stability, a two-sided brace was 

bolted together around the lower section of the tower. Four outrigger arms were extended 

and anchored to the ground using 0.4-m anchors. There were also two stands on either 

end of the trailer anchored to the ground. Each of the stands and outrigger arms could be 

raised or lowered to stabilize and level the tower. The six guy wires were secured to the 

ground with 0.4-m anchors (0.73-m anchors were used if necessary). Six 12V deep cycle 

marine batteries powered the DAQ system, and were charged by a wind generator. When 

relatively quiescent conditions existed, the tower was plugged into an AC output close to 

a nearby radio tower. 
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Figure 3 4 WEMFTE 2 
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3.1.3 Location and Terrain 

The tower array was aligned alongside die westernmost runway at the Reese 

Technology Center (formeriy known as the Reese Air Force Base), as shown in Figure 

3.5. Towers were approximately 263 m apart, and die array spanned a total distance of 

1578 m. This particular setup was chosen to capture smaller-scale features of gust fronts 

and outflows. The length of die array was due in part to land allocation, but also to the 

intent of acquiring data in a finer resolution spatially. 

The terrain where the array was located was relatively flat with a shallow gully 

running parallel to and between the array and the runway. Natural grasses and weeds 

growing to approximately 0.3 m, with taller growth in the gully (up to approximately 1 m 

in some locations), covered the land surface. Figure 3.6 is a topographic map of the area. 
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Figure 3.5. Tower setup at Reese Center 
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3.2 The Radar 

The Weather Surveillance Radar 88-Doppler (WSR-88D) is located at the Lubbock 

International Airport approximately 22 km to the east-northeast of Reese Technology 

Center. At a 0.5° tilt angle, the radar is able to detect an outflow above approximately 

200 m at diis radial distance. The radar uses a beam width of 0.95°, and a spatial 

resolution of 1° X 1 km for reflectivity, and 1° X 0.25 km for radial velocity and 

spectmm xviddi. Odier radar specifications can be found in Klazura and Imy (1993). 

3.3 Data Validation 

3.3.1 Output File Formats 

The output files obtained were in a variety of formats due to the different DAQ 

systems used in the experiment. The data from Towers 3 and 6 were in a comma-

delimited, string format. The output from Towers 1. 2. and 7 were in a comma-delimited, 

numeric format. The data files from the WEMITE towers (Towers 4 and 5) were also in a 

numeric format, but were tab-delimited and of limited length. Each file represented 

approximately 2.5-hr worth of data. In addition, time stamps were not included within the 

data files, but instead were used to name each file. 

Considering all of these format differences, a program for each tower needed to be 

written to analyze the data. The files from Towers 3 and 6 also needed to be converted 

into a numeric format to simplify the programming for analysis. It was necessary to 

combine the data files from Towers 4 and 5 and input the timestamps into the data to 

reduce complications when conducting data comparisons. In addition, not all DAQ 

systems were on Central Standard Time (CST), which was evident in the timestamp, and 

needed to be adjusted accordingly. All of diis was accomplished with the use of 

LabVIEW, a graphical programming language. A sample of the programming is shown in 

Figure 3.7. 
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5 min. means tot Towei 2 

Figure 3 7. UbVIEW program example. Taken from the Tower 2 analysis program. 
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3.3.2 West Texas Mesonet 

A West Texas Mesonet station was located about 30 m southwest of Tower 5. It 

provided calibrated 5-niin averages of temperature, barometric pressure, wind speed, wind 

direction, and relative humidity. The data retrieved from the mobile towers was averaged in 

a similar manner and then compared to the Mesonet data for each parameter. If there was 

an obvious and consistent linear deviation, then the tower data was adjusted to 

correspond with the Mesonet. This method was particularly useful to align the wind 

direction data for each anemometer. The compasses on the anemometers used in the 

experiment were not aligned to due north. When the wind direction data was adjusted, the 

dead band of the potentiometer appeared in a graphical representation of the data as a 

white line (Figure 3.8). 
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Figure 3.8 V\ind direction dead band example 
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3.3.3 Instrument Spikes 

A graphical representation of the data was examined to locate instrument spikes 

(\\here the data unexpectedly spiked up or down for a brief time). Numerous spikes 

widiin die wind direction data occurred as a result of the "dead" band (355-360°) due to 

limitations of die potentiometer within die instrument. It was also assumed that if a data 

point deviated more dian 55' from die previous point, then it was spurious. That data 

point w as then removed, and the new value was interpolated from the points immediately 

before and after. Most of the wind direction data was cleaned up, but not all of the bad 

data was removed due to the assumed 55° threshold. This threshold was chosen arbitrarily 

assuming that the wind direction would not change more than 55° in 0.5 s in a reasonably 

high wind speed. Other time histories collected contained few, if any, instrument spikes. 

These spikes were disregarded. 

3.3.4 Log Wind Profile 

An anempt was made to convert the data from the 3-m towers to 10-m heights 

using die log wind profile (Stull 1988): 

- (T) '" 
where U is die mean wind speed, M. is the friction velocity, k is the von Karman 

constant, z is die height, and 2< is die roughness length. A roughness length of 0.02 m, 

representative of an airport runway area, was assumed. To determine the wind speed at 

10 m, a ratio of the above equation was used, which cancelled out the von Karman 

constant and the friction velocity. The resulting ratio was in die form of: 

Uw=Ui\n 

where Uto is the mean wind speed at 10 m, and Ui is the mean wind speed at 3 m. 

However, diis conversion was not valid during the course of the outflow, but instead only 

when statically neutral conditions existed. Conversions for non-neutral conditions are 

more complicated, but could be done using the Businger-Dyer relationship (Stull 1988). 
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CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OF THE 4 JUNE 2002 

REAR-FLANK DOWNDRAFT 

4.1 Synoptic Environment 

On 4 June 2002. conditions favored severe thunderstorm development. A cold front 

was advancing south and soudieastward tiirough the country's midsection, and by late 

afternoon had pushed into the Texas Panhandle (Figure 4.1). Winds were from the south-

soudieast at die surface bringing moisture into the Panhandle, while winds from the west 

in eastern New Mexico were creating an area of convergence and a dryline along the 

Texas-New Mexico border (Figure 4.2). An upper-level trough was also pushing into the 

region, further increasing the potential for upward motion, as well as providing enough 

wind shear to support supercell development (Figure 4.3). A sounding taken at Reese 

Technology Center at 1500 UTC revealed that the environment had a convective 

available potential energy (CAPE) index of 2137 Jkg ' and a convective inhibition (CIN) 

of-213 Jkg ' (Figure 4.4). Lapse rates were nearly dry adiabatic. and there was a 200-mb 

layer of moisture at the surface with a dry slot above. The hodograph indicated good 

curvature in the winds at the lower levels providing directional shear to support 

mesocyclones. 

Storms did in fact develop in the early afternoon. One near Lubbock even 

warranted the issue of a tornado warning. These storms modified the environment 

somewhat from earlier in the day. The thermal inversion was eroded away. The surface 

and mid-level winds were altered. The moist layer at the surface was mixed upward. A 

sounding taken at (XXX) UTC at Amarillo reveals these changes, and could be a good 

indication of the conditions around Lubbock (Figure 4.5). The storm that passed through 

the area eariier produced an outflow boundary that propagated to the west and southwest, 

stabilizing the air at the surface, and backing die winds even more. When the outflow 

boundary intersected the dryline, a new thunderstorm was generated. It started off as a 
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Figure -i : 92.^ mb anal>sis from .s June ai 0000 I T C 
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low-precipitation supercell, but quickly transitioned into a classic supercell. This storm 

later generated the RFD, which serves as the basis for this analysis. 

4.2 Radar Analysis 

Data obtained from the WSR-88D Doppler radar provided information about the 

outflow, as well as the supercell diat produced it. Due to the conical shape of the radar 

beam, and die spherical shape of the earth, data from the surface could not be obtained. 

Even so. die lowest elevation angle of the radar (0.5°) obtained data from 200 m above 

ground level (AGL) over the tower array due to the array's close proximity to the radar. 

Further away from the radar, the lowest elevation of obtainable data increased. The radar 

also only detects die radial component of winds with respect to the radar. Data is also 

space averaged within individual bins, and since bin sizes increase further out from the 

radar, broader averaging is taking place. Therefore, data obtained from the radar cannot 

be expected to compare directly with data obtained from the towers. In spite of these 

shortcomings, important characteristics of the outflow and thunderstorm were 

ascertained. 

Reflectivity data indicated that the storm initiated where an outflow boundary 

produced by storms earlier in the day intersected with a dryline. Figures 4.6a-f show the 

gradual progression of the supercell, as well as the gust front indicated by a flne line 

echo. It should be noted that the base of the storm does not appear in the radar data. Due 

to the greatly sheared nature of the storm, the vast majority of the precipitation was 

displaced downwind away from the base. This sheared environment was increasingly 

obvious when considering visual observations, as shown in Figure 4.7. Maximum 

reflectivities were greater than 65 dbz, as shown in the composite reflectivity in Figure 

4.8, and were associated with hail, as evidenced by the hail spike (line of returns 

extending out radially from the radar behind the storm) in the data. 

Cross sections were examined to evaluate the vertical profile of the storm. Figure 

4.9a shows where the cross section (white line) was taken with respect to the storm. The 

reflectivity cross section (Figure 4.9b) revealed a narrow, slanted updraft indicated by the 
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Figure 4.6. Base reflectivity from 4 June 1.4" elevation angle for fX).30 UTC (a) 003.S UTC (b) (X)40 
LTC (cj 0O45 LTC (d) 00.50 UTC (e) and fXJ5.5 UTC' (fj. 
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Figure -i ~. Photograph . i 4 June supercell. LxKated wesi-norihuest of 
Lubbock. 

Source Mark Conder. YYV Atmospheric Science Group 
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Figure -i ' "sapcrcell cross sections from 4 June. 0055 ITC at a 1 4 elevation angle iai Ba.se rcflcctiMt) 
vertical CH-NS section ibi and radial \el(Vii> vertical cross section ici Horizontal .scale is in nautical miles 
arxl vertical wale is in kilofeet. 
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weak echo region (WER) bounded by steep reflectivity gradients on either side. It also 

indicated die hail core's location just above ground level around the time the gust front 

reached die tower array. The velocity cross section (Figure 4.9c) indicated that the 

updraft was rotating, confirming earlier observations of a mesocyclone, shown by the 

inbound (green)/out-bound (red) velocity couplet. However, throughout the storm's 

existence, there was no apparent low-level mesocyclone, suggesting perhaps why there 

were no tornados produced. 

Cross sections of the velocity and spectrum width data of the outflow were 

anah'zed. The cross sections were taken where the white line is located in Figures 4.10a 

and 4.11a. The velocity cross section (Figure 4.10b) revealed that the strongest winds 

were located near the surface and toward the rear of the outflow. Maximum velocities 

detected were -64 kts (-33 ms '; the negative value indicates an inbound velocity). The 

depth of the outflow head was about 8000 ft (2438 m), w hich was comparable to depths 

found in other studies (Wakimoto 1982; Martner 1987; Mueller and Carbone 1987; 

KJingle and Smith 1987). The lowest portion of the downdraft was also distinguishable 

within the velocity cross section. It was apparent that the outflow never became separated 

from the downdraft core throughout its existence over the tower anray. This likely 

explains why the outflow maintained such extreme wind speeds. The spectrum width 

cross section (Figure 4.1 lb) did not indicate high amounts of turbulence. In fact, the head 

of the outflow was barely distinguishable. The highest values were near the surface 

preceding the strongest wind speeds. The depth of the outflow as shown in the spectrum 

w idth data was similar to that of the velocity data. 
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Figure 4.10. RFD \eKvit\ cross section. Horizontal radial \el.K-it> from 0055 UTC at a I 4" elevation 
angle lai. \elocit> senical cross section ib). The horizontal scale is in nautical miles and the vertical 
•>̂ ale is m kiloteet. .Approximate k>cation of the towers is represented bv the arrovv. 

• Volfforth 

Sltiie 

Figure 4 11 RFD spectrum width cross section Horizontal spectrum \Mdth from 0055 t I ( at a I 4" 
clevati'n angle (ai Spectrum width vertical cross section (hi The horizontal scale is in nautical miles 
j.io the vertical scaJe is in kiloleei. .Approvimaic losation ol the towers is represented bs the arrow. 
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4.3 Tower Analysis 

4.3.1 Kinematics 

The data collected from each of tiie towers provided interesting and important 

information about the kinematic structure of the RFD outflow. Each time history 

displayed a distinct uniqueness, yet consistently displayed common features. In general, 

each time history had die following attributes: 

1 .A drop in vkind speed preceding the gust front, designated as the start of the 

event. 

2. An initial surge, defined as nearly consistent wind speeds over 10 ms' . 

3. An initial gust, w hich is the peak wind speed within the initial surge. 

4. A peak surge, defined as nearly consistent wind speeds over 25 ms '. 

5. A peak gust, which is the peak wind speed within the peak surge. 

6. A dramatic decrease in wind speed following the peak surge, specified as the 

end of the event. 

These features will be pointed out in each of the tower time histories in the following 

sections. 

4.3.1.1 Tov^erl 

Each of the time histories began at 19:45 CDT (the time according to the data 

acquisition system; time lags in the system may be included, as will be addressed later), 

and represent 30-min (1800-s) of data. The event started at 19:50:33 CDT (333 s after the 

beginning of the time history) at Tower 1, v̂ ith a minimum wind speed of 0.1-ms"', at 

which point the wind direction changed from roughly 75° to 240" (through 0°). (Refer to 

Figure 4.12.) The initial surge lasted 125 s, during which there was an initial gust of 20 

ms ' that occurred 147 s after the event started. The peak surge lasted only 70 s, during 

which a peak gust of 39 ms ' was measured. The peak gust occurred 312 s after the event 

started. The entire event lasted only 415 s. As the winds rapidly decreased after the peak 

gust, the wind direction changed from roughly 250° to 35° (through 180°). 
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4:vl.2 Toucr : 

Data was not collected fnim Tm^cr 1. The CR2.3\ datalogger has a certain data 

storage capacitv fas with an> other data acquisition svstcmi. The more equations, 

calculations, and parameters there are within the data acquisition program, the mere 

storage space is taken up each hall-second (based en the sampling rate of the tower). For 

this particular touer. the data acquisition program had a number of extraneous elements 

incorporated (unintentionallv i which caused the datalogger to overwnte its final storage 

area ever> 12 hr or so. instead of 24 hr as expected. Therefore, the data from this event 

was overwntlen before it could be downloaded trom the svstcm. 

4.3 1.3 Tower .3 

The e^ent at Tower .3 began at 19:.sO;28 CDT (.328 s into the time history), shown 

in Figure 4 13. The initial surge started 29 s later, and lasted MO s. .An initial gust of 16 

ms'' was measured 75 s after the start of the event. The peak surge started 167 s after the 

beginning of the event, and lasted 79 s. The peak gust measunng 40 ms ', occurred 2.̂ 4 s 

after the start of the e\ent The entire event lasted .'̂ 96 s. The wind direction data was not 

available due to faulty wiring between the instrument and the datalogger. 
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Figure -i ,3 Wind speed time histors for Tower 3 of RFD. The t.>ll.>umg features are shown: start of 
event (I), initial surge llH. initial gust (III), peak surge (I V>, peak gust ( \ ) . and end of event (\ 1) 

4 3 1 4 Tower 4 

For Tov^er 4, there was an apparent lime deviation with the data acquisition ^\stcm 

(D.AQ). .According to this svsiem the event started onl\, 282 s after l*'4s CDT. Ihis start 

lime ib nearlv 4.> s hetore Towers 3 and .s. and earlier than an> ot the other lowers. It 

appears that the PC's time svsicm dnfied ahead o\ real time. However, it was not clear 

wh\ this occurred. Tower 5, also using a PC-based s\stem. did not reveal any such 

deviations. Therefore, to cotrect this problem, the start time was interpolated trom 

TowcfN 3 and .•̂ . and the difference between the interpolated time and that of Tower 4 was 

used to shift the data in lime. This shift only aftecied the start time and not the other 

derations Due to the short time frame of the event, anv time deviation within the PC 

svstcm dunng the event was assumed to be negligible. 

The data for Tower 4 was shifted forward in time 44 s. Therefore, the start of the 

event was 32(^ s after the beginning of the time histor\. Keep in mind that there were a 

number nt anemometer levels en this tower, and the time histor\ at each level varied 

somewhat with time, as shown in Table 4.1. Figures 4,14a-e also show the wind speed 

time histor> tor each level. The time ad|ustment lit the general trend of the data from the 

other lowers, and was used for all instrumentation levels. 
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T.ible 4 1 Kinematic iempc>ral analysis from 1 ower 4 o\ RID. 
Tower 4 Tower 4 Tower 4 Tower 4 Tivwer 4 
2.13 m 3.96 m 6.10 m 10.06 m 15.00 m 

Stan of Event (s) 

Stan to Initial Gust (.s) 

Initial Surge ts) 

Initial Gust (ms ') 

Stan to Peak Gust (s) 

Peak Surge is) 

Peak G U S H ms') 

Initial Gust to Peak Gust (s) 

Event Duration (s) 

329 

79 

76 

17 

218 

132 

37 

LSO 

395 

331 

64 

74 

17 

218 

132 

39 

153 

.̂ 92 

332 

63 

72 

16 

216 

127 

38 

LS4 

389 

326 

69 

72 

15 

206 

1-̂ 6 

39 

151 

396 

335 

62 

70 

14 

210 

127 

40 

151 

383 

The wind direction change from level to level also varied somewhat. Before the 

event started the winds were from the east, from roughlv 7.̂ ". at all levels. The winds 

shitted as the event started to a wesierK direction, to roughly 250". at all levels. However, 

the wind shifted through the north (0") at levels 1. 2. and -•̂ . but shifted through the south 

(ISO") at levels .3 and 4. This result is likel\ due to the weak response of the wind vane in 

\er\ low wind speeds. At level I. wind speeds decreased to .3..3 ms ', which is more than 

sditlcient tor the wind vane to overcome any remaining momentum. While at levels 1-4. 

the wind speeds decreased to roughlv 1..̂  ms , and to 0 ms ' at level 5. Leftover 

momentum had a much greater affect. As the event ended the wind direction shifted 

asain, from roughlv 27-=̂ " to >()" .All five levels cimsisientlv shifted direction through the 

north ((f). Wind speeds decreased to .s.s ms' at level 1 and .3..̂  ms ' at level .>, which 

were sufficient enough Ui overcome an\ momentum asst)ciated with the wind vane. 
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4.3.1.5 Tower 5 

The event began at 19:50;:3 CDT. .32.3 s alter the start ot the time history, at Tower 

:>. The following initial surge lasted 124 s. during which an initial gust of 17 ms ' was 

measured. This gust occurred S7 s after the start of the event. The peak surge that 

followed lasted 121s. and was accompanied h\ a gust to 38 ms '. This peak gust was 

avorded 207 s after the event began. The event lasted a total of 40.̂  s. All of these 

durations were from the 10 m height. Sec Table 4.2 for information concerning the ether 

two levels. 

Table 4.2. Kinematic tempc r̂al analysis from Tower 5 of RFD. 
Tower 5 Tower 5 Tower 5 
3.05 m 6.10 m 10.00 m 

Stan of Event isi 

Stan to Initial Gust (s) 

Imtial Surge (s) 

Initial Gust (ms') 

Start to Peak Gust (s) 

Peak Surge (s) 

Peak Gust (ms ') 

Imuai Gusi to Peak Gust (s) 

Event Duration is/ 

319 

131 

132 

19 

211 

119 

38 

80 

399 

316 

133 

129 

18 

213 

121 

38 

80 

408 

323 

87 

124 

17 

207 

121 

36 

120 

405 

The wind direction shitted from east-nonheast. reughl\ 6,s". to west, roughly 2.̂ 0", 

when the event started. Levels 2 and .3 shifted through the south (180") while level 1 

shifted through the north (0°). However, levels 2 and .3 had minimum wind speeds of l.'i 

and 0..̂  ms ' . respectivelv, while at level 1 wind speeds decreased to .3..̂  ms . .As the 

wind speeds decreased after the peak surge the wind direction shifted back to the north-

northeast (approximateU 25") from the west (approximately 275"), The shift went 

through the north at all three levels. .At level 1 the lowest wind speed at the end of the 

event was 5 ms ', while at levels 2 and ? the winds decreased to 2 and 0.5 ms' , 

respectively. See Figures 4.15a-c for depictions ot the lime histories. 
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4.3.1.6 Tower 6 

At 19:50:23 CDT the event began at Tower 6. The initial surge that followed lasted 

115 s. The winds gusted to 21 ms '. 91 s into the event. Due to the lower wind speeds 

overall at this tower, the peak surge was redefined as nearly consistent wind speeds above 

20 ms" . Thus, the peak surge lasted 149 s. Before being redefined, the peak surge lasted 

only 68 s. The winds gusted to 35 ms ', 221 s into die event. Two minutes and 10 s (130 

s) passed between the initial gust and the peak gust. The entire event took 427 s to pass 

through at this location. 

The w ind shifted direction at the start of the event from east (roughly 75°) to west 

(roughly 275°). It shifted through the north as the winds decreased to 1 msV At the end of 

the event the wind shifted back to approximately 35° from about 275° through the south. 

During this shift the wind speeds reached a minimum of 1.5 ms '. Figure 4.16 shows the 

30 min time history. 
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(III I. peav suriie (IN), peak gust (\ ). and end of event i\ I). 

4 .̂  l.~ Tower 7 

.As the event started al 19:50:0.3 CDT at Tower 7, the winds shifted from SS" to 

rv'jghlv 275" through the north, while the wind speed decreased to o 1 ms '. The initial 

surge followed, lasting 107 s. accompanied bv a gust o\ IS ms' 157 s after the event 

started. The peak surge for this tower also had to be redet'mcd (see Section 4.3.1.6) due to 

the lower vMnd speeds inerall. The redefined peak surge lasted 150 s. If it had not been 

redefined, it would have onlv lasted 54 s. with wind speeds dipping below the 25 ms ' 

threshold several limes for significant durations. The peak gust was recorded 4 min and 3 

s after the stan ot the event, and reached .32 ms" . The entire event lasted 407 s, with a 

shift in wind direction trom 275" to 75" through south al the end of the event. The wind 

speed decreased to 1.3 ms' The time historv for Tower 7 is shown in Figure 4.17. See 

Table 4.3 and Figure 4.18 for a summars of the results from each of the towers. 
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Figure 4. p . Wind speed and direction time history for Tower 7 of RFD. Wind speed shown in black. 
wind direction in gray The following features are shown: start of event (II. initial surge (II). initial gust 
(III), peak surge (I\) . peak gust ( \ ) , and end of event (VI). 

Table 4.3. Kinematic temptiral analysis of RFD. 
Tower I Tower 3 Tower 4 Tower 5 Tower 6 

10 06m 10.00 m 
Tower 7 

Stan of Event (s) 

WS at Stan (ms ') 

WD Before Stan (°) 

WD .After Stan ("') 

Direcuon Shifted Through (°) 

Stan to Initial Gust (sj 

Initial Surge (s) 

Initial Gust (ms') 

Stan to Peak Gust (s) 

Peak Surge (s) 

Peak Gust (ms ') 

Initial Gust to Peak Gust (s) 

Event Duration Is) 

WS at End (ms ') 

WD Before End (") 

WD After End (°) 

Direction Shifted Through f°) 

333 

0.1 

75 

240 

0 

147 

125 

20 

312 

70 

39 

165 

415 

1.0 

250 

35 

180 

328 

0.8 

75 

90 

16 

254 

79 

40 

179 

396 

7.8 

326 

1.5 

75 

250 

180 

69 

72 

15 

206 

1.̂ 6 

39 

151 

396 

4.7 

275 

50 

0 

323 

0.5 

65 

250 

180 

87 

124 

17 

207 

121 

36 

120 

405 

0.5 

275 

25 

0 

323 

1.0 

75 

275 

0 

91 

115 

21 

221 

149 

35 

130 

427 

1,5 

275 

35 

180 

303 

0.1 

85 

275 

0 

157 

107 

18 

243 

150 

32 

86 

407 

1.3 

275 

75 

180 
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4.3.1.8 Three-Dimensional Kinematic Structure 

The kinematic structure of the outflow reveals very interesting characteristics 

considered with respect to time, space, and magnitude simultaneously. Figure 4.19a-c 

shows the wind speed structure of die outflow along the length of the array, over a 30-

min duration. The general features of the outflow are apparent in this plot, as well as 

other more discrete features such as the environment stabilizing after the event, and 

apparent ripples obsened in the 3-D wind speed plot. These are perhaps surges of 

downdraft air damped out over time and space. Figure 4.19 also shows how the 

magnitude of the w inds decrease to the south, while the strongest wind speeds are located 

between Towers 1-4. 

The vasmess of the temporal variations that existed within the horizontal structure 

cannot be fully conveyed within this study, and is of critical importance. Some of these 

variations are on the order of 120 s over a spatial distance of less than 1 km. That is 

tremendous! Therefore, the question that needs to be addressed is: what dynamics are 

responsible for such drastic variations? The answer to this could greatly enhance and 

change the current understanding of thunderstonn outflows. 
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4.3.1.9 Secondary Surge and Gust 

There were indications from Towers 1. 3 and 4 (and none of the others) that there 

was a secondary surge/gust in addition to the initial and peak surges/gusts (refer back to 

Figures 4.12a and 4.13a). This difference relative to the other time histories made it 

somewhat difficult to decipher what should be included in the initial and peak surge. 

Tower 1. for example, consisted of far more drastic wind speed increases and decreases 

throughout the time history than any other tower (refer back to Figures 4.12 and 4.14a for 

comparison), which made the initial, secondary, and peak surges very indistinct. Tower 3, 

on the other hand, displayed a somewhat more obvious secondary surge, however, it was 

much stronger than that of Tower 4. The secondary surge was difficult to distinguish at 

the lower levels of Tower 4, but were very chstinct at the highest two levels. It was 

decided that each surge/gust would be addressed separately. The initial and peak 

surge/gust variations observed between the towers was. therefore, strongly dependent on 

whether or not a secondary surge/gust was apparent. See Table 4.4 for a summary of the 

secondary surge characteristics for each tower. 

Table 4.4. Kinematic temporal analysis 

Stan to Secondary Gust (s) 

Secondary Surge (s) 

Secondary Gust (ms ') 

Tower I 

252 

106 

31 

of secondary gusi/surge of RFD. 
Tower 3 

205 

92 

33 

Tower 4 
2.13 m 
194 

61 

26 

Tower 4 
3.96 m 
181 

76 

27 

Tower 4 
6.10m 
180 

77 

26 

Tower 4 
10.06 m 
186 

76 

24 

Tower 4 
15.00 m 
177 

69 

23 

4.3.1.10 Other Observations 

Fujita (1985a) classified a number of different types of outflows and downbursts. 

Figures 2.4a-c are diagrams of the outflow wind motion with respect to a downdraft taken 

from analyses done by Fujita (1985a). AlUiough these diagrams were developed on a 

microburst scale, it is assumed that they can also be applied to larger scale downdrafts. In 

Rgurc 2.4a, the middle diagram is probably the best representation of this case based on 

radar and wind direction data. There also may be a twisting component (Figure 2.4b) 

considering the fact that the RFD itself was being wrapped around the mesocyclone. 
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However, to what extent die twisting occurred is not clear. Figure 2.4c shows examples 

of an outflow microburst and a rotor microburst. He described a rotor microburst to be a 

runaway vortex roll leaving a narrow swatii of damage and an outflow microburst to 

consist of a stretching ring vortex. This case may represent a rotor microburst of 

somewhat larger scale raUier Uian an outflow microburst due to the RFD's angle of 

descent. 

At Tower 1. the wind direction changed from east to west through due north as the 

e\ ent began, and then back from west to east through due south suggesting that the center 

of the dowTidraft may have passed south of Tower 1. Considering these figures, and if the 

wind direction from Tower 4 changed from east to west through due south before the 

event, and then back from west to east through due north (also consistent with data from 

Tower 5). However, existing momentum of the wind vane cannot be neglected in quick 

wind deceleration environments. This effect may very well be a factor at the start of the 

event where the wind speed decreases to 0.1 ms ' in some instances. However, when the 

wind direction changes after the peak surge, the wind speed was substantial enough (>2 

ms ') that remaining momentum was not as much of a factor (taking into account the 

threshold sensitivity of the wind vane is 1.5 ms ' for a 5° displacement). Therefore, based 

on the wind direction change after the peak surge, it is concluded that the center of the 

downdraft passed between Towers 1 and 4. 

The wind direction changes recorded at Towers 6 and 7 seem to contradict this 

conclusion. Their changes are similar to those recorded on Tower 1. h is unclear why this 

occurred. The wind speeds at the end of the event were not low enough for the vane 

inertia and momentum to dictate the direction of shift. There may have been some other 

feature captured not previously observed in the literature. 

Fujita noted die existence of an 'eye' within the Andrew's Air Force Base 

microburst based on his analyses of the wind speed and direction data. This was 

characterized by a dramatic decrease in wind speed and a shift in wind direction after the 

peak wind speeds (what has been defined as the end of the event in this study) followed 

by a backside peak in wind speed. This "eye" was very distinct on Towers 1, and 4-6. 
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The strongest backside peak wind speeds were recorded on Towers 4 and 5 with 

magnitudes of -25 ms ' . This suggests that the center of the downdraft may have been in 

the region of Towers 4 and 5. However, there has been no documentation on the width of 

die "eye." though in this case it may be on the order of 0.25-0.50 km. 

Considering diat there was a prominent mesocyclone, the downdraft appears to take 

on characteristics of Fujita's twisting microburst with the strongest winds located closest 

to the center of rotation. This conclusion was supported by the fact that the strongest 

wind speeds were recorded to die north where die mesocyclone was located. 

4.3.1.11 Wind Profile 

The data obtained from Tower 4 was used to construct a vertical wind speed 

profile. Two-minute (120-s) means, Umean, were taken from each height, and compared to 

the natural log of the respective heights. Each 2-min (120-s) segment was designated as t 

(where t=0 s or 19:45 CDT), t+2 (where t+2=120 s), etc. A plot of the total profile is 

shown in Figure 4.20. The 'eye' was centered across two profiles (t+10 and t-^12). 

Therefore, they do not fully represent the stagnation zone within the eye', but do signify 

the wind speed characteristics directly adjacent (in front of and behind, spatially) to the 

stagnation zone. 

Typically 5 or 10-min averages have been used in the literature. This averaging 

length was insufficient for this case due to the highly nonstationary nature of the event. 

This nonstationarity also prevented further analysis utilizing traditional statistical analysis 

techniques because of the necessary assumption that the environment was stationary for a 

given time. However, for this case the data was still very nonstationary even over a 2-niin 

time period. 

This profile cannot be compared with other studies (Hjelmfelt 1988; Chay 2001; 

Choi and Hidayat 2(X)3; Hangan et al. 2003; Mason et al. 2003), because the downward 

velocity, maximum boundary layer wind speed, and the height of that wind speed are not 

known. Also, the profile reveals that the environment was statically non-neutral, 

verifying the invalidity of the log wind profile height conversion technique for this case. 
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ii2—Thermodynamics and Barometric Pressure 

4.3.2.1 Thermodynamics 

The time histories of fast-response temperature, relative humidity, and barometric 

pressure were all affected by die initial and peak gusts of the outflow. Figures 4.21a-f 

show the temperature and relative humidity time histories from each tower. Again, there 

was no data from Tower 2. and in addition temperature data from Towers 4 and 5 were 

not usable. Towers 4 and 5 were die two WEMITE towers, both of which were built on 

black trailer beds. The temperature sensors were located only 0.5 m above these surfaces, 

therefore the solar radiation absorbed by the trailer beds produced exaggerated 

temperature readings. (These towers were built for the purpose of deploying into 

hurricanes w here solar radiation has little effect on the equipment due to the heavy cloud 

cover, and were not entirely adapted for use in thunderstorms.) 

The figures clearly reveal that the temperature increased with the passage of the 

downdraft, instead of decreasing as in most documented cases. Markowski (2002a, b) 

noted a possible significance of relatively warm RFD's in the formation of tornadoes. 

Warm RFD's seem to be somewhat rare, and the forcing mechanisms are not known. The 

question has become: what forcing could cause air warmer than its environment to sink at 

such a significant rate and how does this affect tomadogenesis? 

The temperature increased 1.85°C at Tower 1. 2.45°C at Tower 3, 2.51°C at Tower 

6, and 1.8°C at Tower 7. The temperature was 18.97°C at the start of the event at Tower 

1. The peak temperature of 20.82°C occurred 304 s later, which closely corresponded to 

the peak gust. At Tower 3, the event began with a temperature of 19.35°C, and increased 

to 21.8X 311s later. This peak temperature occurred 57 s after the peak wind gust at this 

tower. The temperature at the start of the event was 18.94°C at Tower 6. It then increased 

to 21.45°C 451 s later. This peak is 230 s after the peak wind gust. The starting 

temperature of the event was 18.66°C at Tower 7. It then reached 21.31°C 466 s later. 

This peak in temperature occurred 223 s after the peak wind speed. 
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The relative humidity data closely mirrored the temperature data. When the 

temperature dropped, the relative humidity increased, and vice versa. This response was 

an indication that die actual moisture content widiin the air did not change much. The 

relative humidity at die start of die event at Tower 1 was 81.6%. It dropped to 70.8% 361 

s mto die event. This minimum is 49 s after die peak wind gust and 57 s after the peak 

temperature. At Tower 3 die relative humidity was 81.2% at the start of the event. It then 

dropped 14.7% over 428 s. This minimum was 117 s after the peak temperature and 174 s 

after the peak w ind gust. The relative humidity data from Towers 4 and 5 were available, 

however diey contained a lot of noise. At Tower 4 the relative humidity at the start of the 

event was 79.8%. It decreased to 59.2% 478 s later. This minimum was 272 s after the 

peak wind gust. At die start of die event at Tower 5 the relative humidity was 79.2%, 

which decreased to 63.1% 486 s later. This minimum was 279 s after die peak wind gust. 

There was 80.6% relative humidity when the event began at Tower 6. It decreased 18.1% 

over the next 503 s. The minimum occurred 282 s after the peak gust and 52 s after the 

peak temperature. At Tower 7 the relative humidity started out at 83.0%, and then 

dropped to 61.7% 465 s later. This occurred 222 s after die peak gust and 1 s before the 

peak temperature. 

Considering that the thermodynamics of this particular event are opjxjsite to that of 

typical findings, the forcing mechanisms that induced the downdraft may be very 

different. In typical cases, it is thought that the downdraft air is evaporatively cooled by 

falling precipitation making it denser than its surroundings, therefore causing it to 

descend. However, in this case the downdraft air is warmer than the surface (inflow) air, 

yet it still sinks. Markowski et al. (2002) suggest several possible forcing mechanisms, 

but lack mid- and upper-level observational support. 

4.3.2.2 Barometric Pressure 

The barometric pressure data revealed that the wind surges correspond to changes 

in the atmospheric pressure at the surface. There was an initial peak followed by the main 

peak. Wakimoto (1982) also observed this in NIMROD studies. He came to the 
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conclusion diat die initial rise was non-hydrostatic in nature (due to the collision of two 

fluids of different densities) while the second was due to hydrostatic conditions. Each of 

die time histories indicated diat the pressure began to rise prior to the start of the event 

(as previously defined) as shown in Figures 4.22a-f. Wakimoto (1982) also noticed this, 

and attributed it to the increased pressure gradient along and ahead of the gust front. At 

die time die event started, die pressure had already risen to 894.8 mb from about 892.2 

mb at Tower 1. The initial peak occurred 101 s after the start of the event and 46-s before 

the initial gust. Its magnitude was 896.5 mb. The pressure trace then went through a 

period of drastic oscillations prior to the main peak of 899.3 mb, which occurred 317 s 

after the start of the event. This peak pressure occurred 5-s after the peak wind gust. The 

pressure then gradually dropped off over the next 180-s to about 895.0 mb. 

The pressure traces for Towers 3-7 were similar. The lowest anemometer levels 

were used to compare the pressure peaks with wind gusts on Towers 4 and 5. Table 4.5 

summarizes the temperature, relative humidity, and barometric pressure comparisons to 

the wtind speed. .Note that all temperatures mentioned in this section were obtained by 

fast-response sensors, and for convenience will be referred to as FT in the table. Relative 

humidity and barometric pressure were referred to as RH and BP, respectively within the 

table. 
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FT at Start ("C) 

Start to Initial Peak FT is) 

Initial Peak FT CC) 

Initial Gust to Initial 
Peak FT IS) 

Start to Peak FT (s) 

Peak FT ("C) 

Peak Gusi to Peak FT ts) 

RH at Start C*̂ ) 

Start to Minimum RH i s) 

Minimum RH (%) 

Peak WS to 
Minimum RH (s) 
Peak FT to 
Minimum RH (s) 

Environment BP (mb) 

BPatStan(mb) 

Start to Initial Peak BP (s) 

IniualPeakBP(mb) 

Initial Gust to 
Initial Peak BP(s) 
Start to Peak BP(s) 

Peak BP (mb) 

Peak Gust to Peak BP(s) 

Minimum BP between 
Initial Peak BP and Peak 
Gust (mb) 
Start to .Minimum BP is) 

Peak Gust to 
Minimum BP (s) 

Tower 1 

18.97 

177 

19.62 

30 

304 

20.82 

-8 

81.6 

361 

70.8 

49 

57 

892.2 

894.8 

202 

896.5 

-46 

317 

899.3 

5 

894.1 

313 

1 

iwiiif^vjiai aiiai 

Tower 3 

I9..\5 

186 

20.63 

111* 

311 

21.8 

57 

81.2 

428 

66.5 

174 

117 

892.2 

895.1 

64 

896.2 

-83 

328 

898.4 

74 

894.4 

198 

-56 

^ a i » 111 I M - K . 

Tower 4 

79.8 

478 

59.2 

272 

892.1 

894.6 

80 

896.1 

1 

350 

898.5 

132 

894.7 

218 

0 

Tower 5 

79.2 

486 

63.1 

279 

892.0 

894.9 

72 

895.8 

-59 

335 

898.4 

124 

893.8 

201 

-6 

Tower 6 

18.94 

218 

20.39 

127** 

451 

21.45 

230 

80.6 

503 

62.5 

282 

52 

892.3 

895.1 

71 

896.2 

-20 

338 

899.0 

117 

894.6 

217 

-4 

Tower 7 

18.66 

238 

20.38 

81** 

466 

21.31 

233 

83.0 

465 

61.7 

•)-)2 

-1 

892.0 

894.4 

120 

896.2 

-37 

361 

898.8 

118 

891.6 

242 

0 

•The initial peak in the FT closely corresponded with the secondary gust rather than the initial gust. 
•* The initial peak in the FT closely corresponded with the peak gust rather than the initial gust. 
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i i i i Conceptual Models and Other Comparisons 

4.3.3.1 Wakimoto's Conceptual Model 

Wakimoto (1982) developed a conceptual model of the second and third stages of 

an outflow based on data obtained from the NIMROD experiment, as shown in Figure 

4.23. The outflow originates on the right and progresses in time to the left (opposite of 

the time histories shown in this chapter). The relative flow of the gust front shown 

corresponds well with radar data and other observations. The wind direction change 

shown is also comparable to that of the data collected in this study. However, the other 

parameters (wind speed, pressure, and temperature) differ immensely from this data. The 

main difference is the magnitude and suddenness of the changes that occur. With the 

pressure trace in the model, the increase is somewhat gradual and there is no indication of 

a decrease in pressure that relates to the peak wind speeds. Letchford (2002) indicated 

that this relationship between the peak wind speeds and the drop in pressure was also 

observed in downburst laboratory simulations he had conducted. 

The wind speed trace in the conceptual model also displayed a somewhat gradual 

increase and decrease. This result conflicts with the data analyzed in this study. This data 

consisted of dramatic increases and decreases, as well as two to three distinct surges. 

These additional surges were not observed in the cases analyzed by Wakimoto. Also, the 

conceptual model indicates that the initial peak in pressure corresponded with the 

minimum wind speed that occurred ahead of the gust front. This effect is not observed in 

the current study. The initial peak in pressure is instead correlated with the initial wind 

surge and gust. 

The difference between the temperature trace depicted in the conceptual model and 

what was observed is easily apparent. While in die model, the temperature drops as the 

gust front passes, it increases in the case study. However, die timing of the decrease in 

the model corresponds with the increase in the observations. Also, there were oscillations 

in temperature observations that were not observed in Wakimoto's studies or in his 

conceptual model. 
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Figure 4.23. Wakimoto's conceptual model. Based on 
stage II and stage HI thunderstorm outflows. 

S. uTce. Rviger \1 W akimoto, 'The Life Cycle of 
Thunderstorm Gust Fronts as Viewed with Doppler Radar 
and Rawinsonde Data." 19^2 

4 3 3 _; .Andrew's .-XFB Microburst 

Probabh the most significant downburst e\er obscr\od occurred at .Andicw's .Air 

Force Base on 1 August 1983 (Fujita 1̂ .'S.3). An anemometer 5 m A(ll. at the end of one 

or the runwa>s measured a record gust oi 67 ms' . which (vourred onl\ minutes after .Air 

Force One touched down, figure 4.24 shows the wind speed time histor\ from the event. 

It ma\ be obvious that the time histor\ looks \er> similar to that of the data collected in 

th]s study. Howe\er, for this AFB case the time histors is flippeiJ: it starts on the nght 

and progresses to the left. Considering this, the two events seem to be opposites. 

Consider the velocity cross section shown earlier (Figure 4.yh). This cross section reveals 

that the peak surge occurred to the rear of the downdraft and the initial surge was at the 

leading the edge of the outflow, Also, after takmg into account the wind direction data, it 

shews that the •ese" <il the downdraft passed over the towers after the peak surge. In the 

Andrews AFB case, the peak surge was at the leading edge of the outtlow, there was no 

initial or secondar> surge, and a surge of lesser magnitude occurred after the "eye."" This 

may be a result of the airs angle of descent, as well as the propagation velocity of the 

downdraft core. 
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Figure 4.24. .-Andrew's .\F'B microburst. .Note: time history stan.s on the right. 

Source; T Fujita. ".Andrews .\FB Microburst." 1083. 

A common charactenstic of the two events was the tact that the center of the 

v:. A n-̂ r̂si traversed within a ver\ short distance (-meters) ol the instrumentation. This 

aspect Is important le consider because, as the outflow propagates away from the 

downburst core, its structural characlenstics and features alter signiticantly which will be 

shown in the next chapter. 
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4.V.3.3 DFW Microburst 

-Another signit'ic.ini downburst was lecorded on 2 .August 1985 at the Dallas-Ft. 

Wonh International Airport (DFW). and was anal>/ed by Fujita (l̂ ^S.Sb). Unfortunately 

this event caused the crash of Delta Flight 1̂ )1 upon its descent. A National Weather 

Ser\ice (N\\S> anemometer set up near one of the airport runways measured the 

downburst as it traversed over the area. Figure 4.2.S shows the time history. The blue 

tnang!es and dots indicate readings obtained by other instruments. .Also note that the time 

historv st.ins on the right and progresses to the left. This particular case appeared to be 

very similar to that of this studv. There was an initial surge and gust followed by a peak 

surge and gust. It also appeared that the "eve" of the downburst occurred after the peak 

surge based on the N\\ .S wind direction data. 

There were a few differences, though. The peak surge of the DFW case was not as 

strong as the current case (Fujita i'̂ S.'Sh). The majoritv of the surge consisted of wind 

speeds less than 40 kts i2().6 ms'). It did. however, last much longer, about 10 min 

compared to 2.^ mm. The initial surge lasted 5 min. which was also much longer than the 

present study. The total duration of the DFW event was about 30 mm. over four times the 

duration of the RFD. 
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Figure 4.25. DFVS microburst N tc: time history starts on the right. 

Source: T. Fujita. "DFW .Microburst on .August 2, I0K5." 1985b 
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CHAPTER V 

ANALYSIS OF THE 15 JUNE 2002 

DERECHO 

5,1 Synoptic Environment 

On 15 June 2002 an upper level trough was progressing to the east with a short 

wave trough over Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming. Streamlines at 300 mb indicated some 

difluence over Colorado. New Mexico, Kansas, and the Texas Panhandle (Figures 5.1a-

d). However, divergence was limited over the region of storm initiation. A surface low 

located over Colorado and Utah was feeding moisture into the eastern Colorado, western 

Kansas region. Storms first initiated there as discrete supercells, but rapidly became 

linear due to the weak inflow allowing large amounts of cold pooling. New cells 

developed along these cold pool boundaries and coalesced into a linear system. 

The sounding in Lubbock taken at 2100 LTC revealed decent low-level curvature, 

but otherwise had a relatively straight-line hodograph with some curvature in the lower 

levels, as shown in Figure 5.2. There was also a dry slot at the mid-levels, strong surface 

heating, a weak cap, and a modest moisture layer. The CAPE was 1943 Jkg ' with a CIN 

of -29 Jkg' , and there was a helicity of 367 from 0-3 km. These conditions were 

indicative of environments that could produce supercells. but could equally have 

generated and sustained bow echoes. The Dodge City, KS, 1200 UTC sounding revealed 

similar conditions, except with a weaker dry slot and stronger mid-level winds (Figure 

5.3a). The hodograph was also nearly linear with low-level curvature (Figure 5.3b). 
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5.2 Radar Analysis 

The storm first appeared on radar as a discrete thunderstonn in northwestern Kansas, and 

evolved into a mesoscale con\ective system (MCS). The MCS exhibited characteristics 

of a squall line. In this case, die storm system contained discrete cells conjoined into a 

bow-shaped line. There was also a large area of stratiform precipitadon that trailed the 

convecti\e line, as shown in Figure 5.4. A portion of the outflow that had extended 

ahead of the system can also be seen on the far left of the image as well as just south of 

the apex of the bow. 

The WSR-88D Doppler radar at Lubbock captured the progression of the western 

portion of the outflow, as shown in Figures 5.5a-f. It is also apparent from these figures 

that there were several different surges that merged with the primary outflow boundary 

upon reaching the radar. A reflecdvity vertical cross secdon also gives some indication of 

an iniual surge followed by a stronger, deeper surge (Figures 5.6a-b). Unfortunately the 

\elocity data was contaminated, but below the contamination the stronger surge is quite 

evident, and there are hints of another shallower surge preceding it (Figures 5.7a-b). The 

same is true for the spectrum width data (except there is no apparent contamination) as 

shown in Figures 5.8a-b. It is also obvious that there is far more turbulence in this case 

compared to the RFD. The observed turbulence is likely due to the fact that this outflow 

had ume to mix uith the environment since it had propagated so far from the parent 

thunderstorm. It is difficult to decipher the depth of the outflow based on the velocity 

data (due to the contamination) and the spectrum width and reflectivity data (due to the 

lack of scatterers above outflow). It seems that it could be as deep as 14 kft (4242 m) 

according to die spectrum width data, but it is difficult to tell the difference between the 

outflow and environmental air as a result of all the mixing. Reflectivity data on the other 

hand, suggests that it is no more dian 7 kft (2121 m) deep, which corresponds well with 

other findings. 
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Fiaure 5.4. Regional radar from 15 June 2002 

Source: htip://www.nws.noaa.gov. 
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Figure 5.5. Base reflectivity from 15 June. 0.5° elevation angle for 0254 UTC (a), 0309 UTC (b), 0324 UTC 
(c). 0339 UTC (d). 0355 UTC (en 0410 tTC (f). 
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Figure .-̂  0 Derecho retlecti\ii> ^ross seciii>n Horizontal reHectiwi) from 0.5" ele\aiion angle at 0410 
LTC laK vertical retlecti\it\ cross section (hi White line shows where cross section was taken. Vertical 
•>caie IS in kiloteet and horizontal scale in nautical miles. 

Figtire 5 •*. Derecho \elocu\ cross section. Mon/onul VCIOSUN from O.S elevation angle at n410 LTC la), 
• ertical \el>vit> cross section (b). W hiie line shows where cross section was taken. N'ertical scale is in 
kilofeet and hon/'mtal scale in nautical miles. 

Figure 5.8. Derecho spectrum width cross section. Horizontal spectrum width from 0.5° elevation angle at 
0410 LTC 'Ji. '.cnical spectrum width cross section (b). White line shows where cross section was taken. 
Vertical scale is in kilofeet and horizontal scale in nautical miles. 
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5.3 Tower Analvsis 

5.3.1 Kinematics 

Similar features were observed in this case as with the RFD. However, there were 

also some major differences. The start of die event, iniual surge, initial gust, and peak 

gust were easily distinguishable in die wind speed time histories. The duration of the 

peak surge as well as the event itself were indeterminable due to the distance of the 

downdraft from the array, as evidenced by the lack of an 'eye' after the peak surge. 

Instead die peak surge gradually damped out over several hours. There was also no 

secondary surge or gust as observed on some towers in the previous case. It should also 

be mentioned that the initial surge was redefined to be from the start of the event to the 

minimum wind speed between die initial and peak gusts. This definition was used to 

simplify the analysis, and to provide more accurate values for comparison, given the 

nature of die time histories. Each of the time histories began at 23:05 CDT (0405 UTC). 

The results are summarized in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.9. 

Table 5 1 Kinematic temporal analysis of derecho. 
Tower 1 Tower 2 Tovver 3 Tower 4 Tower 6 Tower 7 

10.06 m 

Stan of Event is) 

Start to Initial Gust (s) 

Initial Surge (s) 

Initial Gust tms') 

Start to Peak Gust (s) 

Peak Gust Ims') 

Initial Gust to Peak Gust (si 

412 

286 

702 

15.9 

744 

24.4 

458 

469 

184 

657 

21.8 

720 

31.9 

536 

517 

176 

567 

20.1 

678 

32.4 

502 

559 

206 

520 

18.8 

686 

31.1 

480 

579 

163 

564 

17.3 

641 

34.5 

478 

584 

203 

486 

15.3 

638 

30.3 

435 
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Figure 5.9. Kinematic temp<iral anahsis of derechi 
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-•̂  -'̂  1.1 Tower 1 

The event st.ined .it 04:11:.^: ITC at lower 1, with the initial surge lasting 702 s. 

This duration w.is nearK six times that of the previous stud>. The initial gust of 1.̂ .9 ms ' 

was recorded 2S(i s after the beginning of the e\ent. The peak gust was measured 458 s 

later, h had a magnitude of 24.4 ms '. Unfortunately, the wind direction data was not 

a\ailable from this tower. It was unclear what happened, but it was possible that some 

debns had become lodged in the instrument preventing it from rotating. Figure 5.10 

shows the wind speed time histor\. 

800 1000 

Tune (s) 

Figure 5 10. Wind speed time hisior\ forTower 1 of derecho Stan of the e\ent di, initial surge (II). 
initial gust (III), peak gust (l\ ). 

:̂  3.1 2 Tower 2 

The event bciian at f)4;12:4^^ 11C. 46 '̂ s after the beginning of the wind speed time 

history at Tower 2. The duration ot the initial surge was 657 s, and consisted ot a gust to 

21.8 ms' , which occurred 1̂ 4 s into the surge. The peak gust of 31.'̂ > ms ' followed 536 s 

later. As the wind speed decreased to 1 4 ms' before the gusi front hit. the wind direction 

changed from the southwest (roughly 225") to the northeast (roughly 50") through due 

north. \**ind speed and direction time histories are shown in Figure 5.11. 
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1800 
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Figure 5.11. Wind speed and direction time history for Tower 2 of derecho. Wind speed shown in 

black, wind direction in gray. Stan of the e\ent ili. initial surge (111. initial gust di l l , peak gust (IV). 

5.3 1.3 Tower 3 

The time histon, tor Tower 3 is shown in liL'urc .s.l2 It rcsealed that the e\ent 

initiated .̂  17 s into the time histor\. and the initial surge lasted >(•>! s. .Xtter the start of the 

surge a gust of 2() I ms ' was recorded. The following peak gust iKcurred 678 s after the 

start of the event and gusted to 32.4 ms '. The wind direction change was nearl\ identical 

to that observed at Tower 2. 
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600 800 1000 

Tme(s) 
1200 1400 1600 1800 

Figure ."^12. Wind speed and direction time history for Tower 3 of derecho. Wind speed shown i 
black, wind direction in gra>. Stan of the event (li. initial surge illi. initial gust (llli. peak gust ( 

n 
IV) 

^3.1.4 Tower 4 

There was again a time deviation problem with the laptop computer used to collect 

:r.e data for Tower 4. The PC clock was last. The data, theretorc, had to be shifted to 

make up for this problem. The necessar\ shift was determined b\ plotting a trend curve 

that fit the starting times (duration between the beginning of the time historv and the stari 

of the event in seconds) of the other lowers. Using the equation ot that curve, it was 

determined that '•>?-' s needed to be added to the recorded time, thus shifting the data 

forward in time. When reevaluated, the shifted time historv fit the general trend as 

expected 

.Alter the adiustment the event started at 04:14:U^ LTC The adjustment did not 

aflect the other durations due to the negligible drift invoked in relatively short time spans 

on the order of 5-10 min. The duration of the initial surge was 520 s. with a gust of 18.8 

ms'' occumng 206 s after the start ot the surge. The peak gust tKcurred 686 s after the 

Stan of the event, and had a wind speed ol 31.1 ms '. These results were from 10.06 m. 

The results from the other levels are listed in Table 5.2, 



Start of Event ts) 

Stan to Initial Gust (s) 

Initial Surge (s) 

Initial Gust (ms ') 

Stan to Peak Gust (s) 

Peak Gust (ms') 

Initial Gust to Peak Gust (s) 

Tower 4 
2.13 m 

548 

247 

531 
->*> T 

765 

23.1 

518 

Tower 4 
3.96 m 

535 

260 

549 

21.8 

715 

33.9 

455 

Tower 4 
6.10m 

550 

245 

529 

19.6 

699 

28.5 

454 

Tower 4 
10.06 m 

559 

206 

520 

18.8 

686 

31.1 

480 

Tower 4 
15.00 m 

574 

216 

609 

17.9 

671 

34.1 

455 

The vfcind direction change was virtually the same as the other towers and at all 

levels. The only difference was that the lower levels were noticeably noisier than higher 

levels, as shown in Figure 5.13. The additional noise may be due to the increased 

frictional influence and turbulence at the lower levels. It was more obvious in this case 

due to the w ind's longer exposure of the wind to the surface compared to that of the RFD. 
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Figure 5.13. Wind speed and direction lime histories for Tower 4 of derecho. Wind .speed 
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Figure 5.13. Conunued. 3.96 m (di. 2.13 m (e). 
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5 3.1.5 Tower 5 

No data was available from Tower 5. There was a problem with the electrical 

svstem that prevented the wind generator from maintaining battery power. Therefore, a 

gasoline-p<.nvered generator was hooked up to the tower. However, on this particular day 

the geneiator tailed for no apparent reason, causing the laptop to eventually run out of 

pow er. 

:̂  3.1.6 Tower 6 

The wind direction change at Tower 6 was also vcrv similar to that of the other 

towers As the event started at 04; 14.3'-^ UTC, the wind direction changed from southwest 

to northeast. The initial surge passed through the arrav in 564 s. and gusted to 17.3 ms' 

163 s alter the surge had begun. The winds gusted to a peak speed of 34.5 ms nearly 8 

min after the initial gust, as shown in Figure 5.14. 

35 _̂  -360 
! IV 

•5 -^"^ ' m 

315 

270 ^ 

I 
a 

i l ^ • 'V f» . , i • :;:! 
\ ^f^^^^ 

,-0 

0 2(Xl 400 6()0 8(io 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 

Time (s) 

Figure 5.14 Wind speed and direction time histor> for Tower 6 of derecho. Wind speed shown in 
black, wind direction in grav, Stan of the event ili. initial surge ill), initial gust illli. peak gust (IV). 
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5.3.1.7 Tower" 

The start of the event occurred at 04:14:44 {"VC at lower 7, and was followed by 

an initial gust of 15.3 ms ' The initial gust was recotxied 203 s after the start, while the 

initial surge continued for another 2S3 s. The following peak surge gusted to 30.3 ms ' 

43."̂  s alter the initial gust. The wind direction change at the start of the event was again 

verv similar to that of the other towers. However, when the peak surge hit. there was 

quite a bit more fluctuation in the wind direction data. This fluctuation was likely due to 

the extremelv low wind speeds recorded prior to the onset of the peak surge. .As the peak 

surge continued, the wind direction gradually shifted such that the winds were from 

almost due east (100°). The time historv is shown in Figure 5.15 

35-

30-

25-
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« «> Q. 
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13-
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200 400 600 1200 1400 1600 800 1000 

Tune(s) 
Figure 5.15 Wind speed and directum time historv for Tower 7 of derecho. Wind speed shown in 
black, wind direction in grav. Stan of the event d i . initial surge (III. initial gust (HI), peak gust (IV). 
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5.3.1.8 Three-Dimensional Kinematic Structure 

There was a significant amount of temporal variation within the horizontal 

kinematic structure of die outflow, as shown in Figure 5.16 (although, the variations were 

not as substantial as the RFD case). Also, the outflow did not traverse perpendicular to 

the array, but rather approached from the northeast at roughly a 45° angle, causing the 

northern towers to experience longer surge durations than southern towers (as indicated 

in Table 5.1) given the semi-circular nature of the gust front (as observed in the radar 

data). Other variations (such as the increase and then decrease in the duration between the 

initial and peak gusts across the array) may have resulted from lobes and clefts, or 

inflection points (Mueller and Carbone 1987), along the leading edge of the outflow. 
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Figure 5.16. Wind sfjeed structure of derecho. Side view (a), istimetric view ib), top view (c). 
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5.3.1.9 Wind Profile 

The data obtained from Tower 4 was used to construct a vertical wind speed 

profile. Two-minute (120-s) means, Umean, were taken from each height, and compared to 

die natural log of die respective heights. Each 2-min (120-s) segment was designated as t 

(where t=0 s or 23:05 CDT), t+2 (where t+2=I20 s), etc. A plot of the total profile is 

shown in Figure 5.17. There is an obvious transition of profile shape from the start of the 

time histor> to die end (from t to t+28). 

Unfortunately this profile, as with the RFD case, cannot be compared with other 

studies (Hjelmfelt 1988; Chay 2001; Choi and Hidayat 2003; Hangan et al. 2003; Mason 

et al. 2003) due to the lack of vital information. This total profile also reveals that the 

environment was statically non-neutral, thus the standard log wind profile could not be 

used lo conduct w ind speed height conversions for this case. 
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Ili2i2—Thermodynamics and Barometric Pressure 

5.3.2.1 Thermodynamics 

The thermodynamic parameters within this case changed as expected and compared 

well widi odier findings. The temperature had already begun to decline due to the loss of 

surtace heating after die sun had set. When the gust front reached the Lubbock area, the 

temperature dropped sharply and the relative humidity increased as the more stable 

outflow air moved into the region. The peak gust corresponded well with a decrease in 

relative humidity after the initial increase. The maximum relative humidity occurred near 

the end of the time history. After the sharp decline in temperature, there was a short-lived 

increase corresponding with the peak gust. The minimum temperature occurred near the 

end of the time history. The 30-min (1800-s) time histories are shown in Figures 5.18a-f 

The fast temperature sensor on Tower 2 was not calibrated properly. The trace was 

similar to those of other towers, but the values were incorrect, as shown in Figure 5.18b. 

The values indicated in Table 5.3 were from the slow response thermometer, and were 

somewhat damped in comparison due to the lower sensitivity of the instrument. 

Specifically, the temperature at the start of the event at Tower 1 was 25.05°C. It 

then decreased 4.66°C over the next 418 s. The initial gust occurred more than 2 min 

(132 s) before the initial minimum in temperature. Thirty-four seconds before the peak 

gust, the temperature increased to 23.IO°C. after which the temperature decreased to a 

minimum of 18.65^C. 

The temperature at Tower 2 at the start of die event was 26.26°C. It decreased to 

21.6PC over the following 7-min and 37-s (457-s). This minimum was 273 s after the 

initial wind gust. The temperature then increased to 23.0O°C, 13 s before the peak wind 

gust, before dropping off to 19.14 C. 

At Tower 3, the starting temperature was 26.1 TC, which over the next few minutes 

(304 s) decreased 5.07°C. The initial wind gust occurred 128 s before the initial 

minimum in temperature. The peak gust occurred 43 s after a small increase in 
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temperature of 3.16°C from the initial minimum. The temperature further decreased to 

18.86''C as the cold outflow air continued to move through the area. 

The temperature data from Tower 4 was not usable due to the instrument's location 

in reference to the tower's trailer bed, which was black for use in hurricane deployments. 

Tower 6 temperature data revealed a decrease in temperature from 27.61°C to 

21.11°C as the outflow began to traverse through the array. The initial gust occurred 162 

s prior to die initial temperature minimum. The temperature increased to 22.78°C, 33 s 

before the peak wind gust, and then dropped off to 19.3rC. 

.At Tower 7 the temperature was 27.69°C at the start of the event. It decreased to an 

initial minimum of 20.90°C 317 s into the outflow. The initial temperature minimum 

occurred 114 s after the initial wind gust. The temperature increased 2.44°C 54 s before 

the peak gust. After this small peak, the temperature decreased to 19.41°C by the end of 

the time history. 

The relative humidity at the start at Tower 1 was 52.5%, after which it increased to 

71.2^ 259 s after the initial wind gust. It then decreased somewhat, likely as a result of 

the increase in temperature, to 64.0%. This minimum occurred 11 s after the peak wind 

gust. The relative humidity then proceeded to increase to 77.9% by the end of the time 

history. 

The relative humidity at Tower 2 started out at 48.2% as the event began, then 

increased 21.0% over die next 446 s. It decreased to 59.9% 25 s after the peak gust 

occurred. It then reached a maximum of 76.9% as die outflow progressed. 

Tower 3 indicated similar results. The relative humidity at the start of the event was 

50.8%. Il then increased over the next several minutes 396 s to 69.2% The small decline 

that followed occun-ed 42 s after die peak gust and dropped 8.2%. The relative humidity 

increased diereafter, reaching a maximum of 78.2% 

The relative humidity data from Tower 4 was valid and revealed a 22.1% increase 

from the start of the event to the initial maximum relative humidity. This increase 

occun-ed over a 361 s time frame. It then decreased 11.8% to 58.5% 42 s after the peak 

wind gust. It reached a maximum of 78.2% by the end of the time history. 
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The relative humidity was 44.6% at the start of the event at Tower 6. It increased 

over die next 444 s to 68.0%. It declined 4.5% to 63.5% 11 s after the peak gust. It then 

reached a maximum of 74.7% as die outflow progressed. 

The initial maximum relative humidity of 71.6% at Tower 7 occurred 360 s after 

die starting relative humidity of 43.3%. It decreased to 62.9% 30 s before the peak gust 

and then increased to a maximum of 76.7% by the end of the time history. 
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Table 5.3. Therm>.-»d\namic and pressure temporal analysis of derecho. 
lower 1 lower? Tower 3 Tower 4 Tower 6 Tower 7 

FT at Stan ('X î 

Start to Initial Minimum 
FT IS) 

Initial Minimum FT i V ) 

Initial Gust to Initial 

25.05 

418 

20 39 

132 

26.26 

457 

21.61 

273 

26.1 1 

304 

21.04 

128 

27.61 

325 

21.11 

162 

27.69 

317 

20.90 

114 
Minimum FT (s) 

Peak FT between Initial 23.10 23.00 24.20 22.78 23.34 
Minimum FT and 
Minimum FT (°C) 

Stan to Peak FTts) 

Peak Gust to Peak FT i s i 

Minimum FT (°Ci 

RH at Stan I'i i 

Stan to Initial Maximum 
RH(s) 

Imtial .Vlaximum RH i''» i 

Initial Gust to Initial 
Mivimum RH isi 

Minimum RH between 
Initial Peak RH and Peak 
RHi'*) 

Stan to Minimum RH (s) 

Peak Gust to 
Minimum RH is) 

Maximum RHC*) 

Env ironment BP i mb J 

BPat Stan(mb) 

Stan to Iniual Peak BPis i 

Initial Peak BPimbi 

Initial Gust to 

710 

-.̂ 4 

18 65 

52.5 

545 

71.2 

259 

64.0 

755 

11 

77.9 

892.6 

893.1 

304 

894.9 

18 

707 

-13 

19.14 

48.2 

446 

69 2 

262 

59.9 

695 

-25 

76.9 

892.5 

893.2 

2.50 

894.7 

66 

635 

-43 

18 86 

50.8 

396 

69 2 

220 

61.0 

6.'6 

-42 

78.2 

892 5 

893.5 

ISO 

894.7 

4 

4S.2 

361 

70.3 

155 

58.5 

644 

-42 

78.2 

892.2 

893.2 

198 

894.4 

-8 

608 

-33 

19.31 

44.6 

444 

68.0 

281 

63.5 

6.'̂ 0 

-11 

74.7 

892.1 

893.5 

1.̂ 6 

894,5 

-27 

584 

-54 

19.41 

43.3 

360 

71.6 

157 

62.9 

608 

-30 

76.7 

892.1 

893.4 

120 

894.4 

-83 

Initial Peak BP(s) 
893.2 894.0 893.9 893.8 893.8 891.6 Minimum BP between 

Initial Peak BPand Peak 
BP(mb) 
Stan to Mimmum BP ts, 781 .557 673 678 638 700 

Peak Gust to 
Minimum BP(s) 

Peak BP(mb) 

37 -163 -5 -8 -3 62 

896.7 S96.5 896.6 896.3 896.4 896.0 
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5.3.2.2 Barometric Pressure 

The barometric pressure data behaved similarly to that of the RFD case. There was 

an initial non-hydrostatic increase as the event began and through the initial surge, then it 

decreased within a few seconds of the peak gust. It then proceeded to increase through 

die remainder of each 30-min (1800-s) time history shown in Figures 5.19a-f 

Specifically, at Tower 1 the environmental barometric pressure was 892.6 mb, and 

increased to 893.1 mb as the gust front approached. The pressure continued to increase 

after the passage of the gust front to an initial peak of 894.9 mb. This initial peak 

occurred 18 s after the initial wind gust. The pressure then decreased to a minimum of 

893.2 mb 37 s after the peak gust was recorded. The pressure then continued to increase 

as the outflow progressed. The maximum pressure of 896.7 mb was recorded near the end 

of the time historv. 

The other towers recorded very similar results. The only significant differences 

observed were the durations between specific features. For example, there was quite a 

significant temporal variation across the array between the peak wind gust, and the 

minimum pressure observed after the initial peak pressure. 
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^^-^—Models and Qdier Compari^nnQ 

5.3.3.1 Wakimoto's Conceptual Model 

The gust front in diis case resulted from the amalgamation of outflow boundaries 

generated bv multiple downdrafts. The gust ft-ont had then propagated several tens of 

kilometers from die downdraft origination (based on radar data). The conceptual model 

developed by Wakimoto (1982) was based on observations from NIMROD of outflows 

generated by single and multiple downdraft cores. In general, the model (Figure 4.24) 

represented fairly well the outflow discussed in this chapter, with some obvious 

discrepancies. The magnitude of this event was far greater than those used to produce the 

model. There was no initial surge within the model. The model indicated the occurrence 

of a pressure nose, which was not observed within this case, likely due to the fact that the 

downdraft core did not pass over the tower array. 

5.3.3.2 18 June 1984 Outflow 

A Portable Automated Mesonet (PAM) near Denver, CO, captured an outflow on 

18 June. The data was recorded during the May Polarization Experiment (MAYPOLE) 

conducted during the summer of 1984. Figure 5.20 shows surface data obtained from 

station 4 of the PA.M network. The magnitude of the outflow was not comparable to that 

of this study, however, the temperature and pressure traces were very similar. Also 

according to the PAM data, the outflow lasted about 30 min, and was 30 min old when it 

reached the station. Mahoney (1988) also documented that the older outflows had less 

pronounced features, and were more damped out than newer outflows, as shown in 

Figure 5.21. The outflow in this study was over 2 hr old when it reached the tower array, 

but the features were still very well pronounced. This may have merely been due to the 

shear magnitude of the event. It would have taken much longer for the outflow to be 

suppressed. Mahoney's analysis of the 18 June and other events also validated 

Wakimoto's claim that the initial pressure rise was non-hydrostatic, but he stipulated that 

this only occurred when a strong opposing ambient flow was present. Therefore, the 
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initial nse observed in this study may have been only somewhat non-hydrostatic. The 

ambient flow was opposite diat of the outflow, but it was not very strong at least within 

die few minutes prior to the gust front. 

5.3.3.3 19 June 1984 Outflow 

•Another outflow occurred die next day over the same instrumentation network near 

Denver, CO. Mueller and Carbone (1987) conducted a dual-Doppler analysis on this 

particular outflow event, but also included some surface observations within their 

documentation. Figure 5.22 shows the traces of the Phoenix PAMII network located in 

the southeastern comer of the instrumental array. The wind speed trace was not included. 

Mahoney (1988) also mentioned this outflow, the radial velocity vertical cross section of 

which is shown in Figure 5.23. According to the cross section taken from Mahoney's 

analysis, the maximum wind speeds recorded were on the order of 15 ms' . The cross 

section revealed a second rise in wind speed behind the head of the outflow, which 

Mueller and Carbone (1987) also observed and suggested that this was representative of 

Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. These instabilities were likely present within the current 

case based on the high turbulence signatures observed in the spectrum width vertical 

cross section (Figure 5.8). The slope of the gust front was nearly vertical in the 19 June 

case, whereas it was tilted in the 15 June case. Mahoney (1988) specified that the slope of 

the gust front was related to the propagation speed of the outflow as well as the ambient 

flow structure. Steep slopes were indicative of fast propagation speeds and opposing 

ambient flow. The 15 June outflow propagated approximately 20-25 ms ' (based on radar 

data), but did not interact with a very strong opposing flow. 

The other surface observations documented by Mueller and Carbone (1987) were 

very similar to those of the 18 June 1984 outflow mentioned above. Therefore, all of the 

same differences exist between the current study and the 19 June outflow. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Summary 

Very little high-resolution data exists from extreme windstorms. This fact is 

troubling considering that building codes are based on available data and results from 

simulations and models. However, it is difficult for laboratory experimentalists to 

validate their results widiout adequate full-scale measurements. This lack of high-

resolution, full-scale data is what motivated the present field experiment to study die 

kinematic and thermodynamic structures of thunderstorm outflows. 

The field experiment utilized rugged, mobile towers that were deployed in a linear 

array at Reese Technology Center. The array was approximately 1600 m in length. Two 

N\TMrrE towers with multiple heights of instrumentation were included in the array. In 

addition, five SBCCOM towers with a single level of instrumentation were used. A 

WSR-88D Doppler radar was located 22 km away, and provided data above the array. A 

West Texas Mesonet station was also located near the array and supplied the primary 

source for data validation. 

The Thunderstorm Outflow Exf>eriment conducted in 2002 was a great success in 

that an unprecedented set of high-resolution data of an RFD and a derecho were obtained. 

Radar data was analyzed to determine parent storm characteristics (for the RFD case) and 

general outflow characteristics. Height conversions using the standard log wind profile 

and turbulence statistical analysis were attempted. A temporal analysis of the kinematics, 

thermodynamics, and pressure fields was conducted for each case. Wind profiles for each 

event were also constructed. Furthermore, comparisons were made models and other full-

scale observations. 

6.2 Conclusions 

Given the success of the experiment and the results of the analysis, several 

conclusions were made. 
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1. Converting wind speeds from 3-m heights to 10-m heights using the log wind 

profile produced erroneous results. The standard log wind profile assumption is 

only valid during statically neutral conditions. Through the course of the 

outflow, die environment was statically non-neutral. 

2. The use of traditional turbulence statistical analysis methods assumes that the 

environment is stationary. Time averaging can be used to generate stationary 

segments of a nonstationary time history. In the RFD case, two-minute 

averaging was applied, but was still insufficient due to the highly nonstationary 

nature of the event even within a two-minute time frame. Therefore, traditional 

ttirbulence statistics do not provide an accurate representation of the actual 

turbulent characteristics. 

3. The kinematic temporal analysis revealed drastic variations across the array for 

the RFD case. There was an initial, a secondary (only on some towers), and a 

peak surge observed. There was also a period of stagnation observed after the 

peak surge, which was attributed to the 'eye' of the downdraft. Even though the 

event lasted roughly 6.5 min. variations of 2 min over roughly an 800-m 

distance existed. 

4. There were also substantial variations observed in the derecho case; they were 

not as significant as those observed in the RFD. There was an initial and a peak 

surge observed, but no secondary surge or stagnation zone. The durations of 

specific structural features appeared to last longer at the northern end of the 

array, due lo the gust front's angle of approach and the semi-circular shape of 

the front. 

5. The kinematic structure of both events did not compare well with conceptual 

models or other full-scale studies. The poor resolution of previous studies may 

well be at fault. 

6. The wind profiles of each event were unique. They compared somewhat well 

with each other, but lacked vital information to compare with wall jet 

simulations, or other observations. 
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7. The thermodynamic and pressure temporal analysis for each event revealed 

large variations, as well. Fluctuations in each parameter con-esponded decently 

well with specific wind structure features. 

8. Thermodynamically. the RFD case was opposite to that of most previous 

studies and the derecho case. An increase in temperature and a decrease in 

relative humidity were observed. The two time histories closely mirrored each 

odier indicating diat diere was little change in the moisture content of the air. 

These results suggest diat downdraft forcing mechanisms other than 

evaporative cooling and precipitation loading may have existed. 

9. The temperature decreased and the relative humidity increased as the derecho 

passed dirough die tower array. These results corresponded well with other 

studies. Also, the time histories did not mirror each other as much as the RFD 

case indicating that the moisture content of the air did change. 

10. The barometric pressure fluctuated drastically during the RFD, but was more 

gradual in the derecho. In general though, the results compared well with other 

studies. There was an initial non-hydrostatic increase due to the collision of two 

fluids, followed by a decrease that corresponded with the peak gust. A second 

hydrostatic increase was also observed. 

6.3 Recommendations 

Though the experiment was a success, there were several methods or 

instrumentation that could be improved upon for future analysis and experimentation. 

1. Tower heights should be converted using the Businger-Dyer relationship for 

statically non-neutral conditions. This conversion will allow for a more 

thorough and accurate temporal analysis. 

2. Nonstationary analysis techniques should be employed to avoid time-averaging 

problems and inaccurate physical representations. 
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3. Global Positioning Systems (GPS) should be incorporated into the DAQ 

systems to better align time histories, increase analysis accuracy, and more 

definitively position instrumentation. 

4. DAQ systems should be adapted to collect data in similar formats to ease 

analyses and comparisons. 

5. Another field experiment should be conducted to obtain data that can more 

adequately be compared to the data obtained in this study, and that can be used 

to validate some of the observations and conclusions that have been made thus 

far. 

6. Analysis of die data obtained by the vertical and sonic anemometers, as well as 

the vertical profilers (also located near the array) should be conducted to better 

understand the vertical structure of the outflows. 

7. Assessments of the damage caused by these outflows should be collected and 

compared to analyses. 

8. Including die Shared Mobile Atmospheric Research and Teaching (SMART) 

radars within futures experiments would prove invaluable. They can provide 

extremely fine (compared to the WSR-88D radar) resolution data that would 

detect smaller-scale features within the outflow and along the gust front (Jordan 

2003). 

9. Future experiments should also incorporate the 200-m tower. The data obtained 

from this apparatus could bridge the gap between near surface towers and radar 

data, and result in a full representation of the outflow. 

10. Potential, equivalent potential, and dewpoint temperatures should be calculated 

to roughly determine the origination of the downdraft air, and to further 

compare Markowski's RFD observations with this case. 
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